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-· -··------ ------='-- . --·-------
- .. ~--·-·· ·-· -
-
. ----------- ··· ... 
' ···· ·This ··:study is· an inves.tigation of· the bond characteristics 
- -·- ----------·. __ . ______ :_ 
(' 
. \, 'of .\--in~ 270_1{_ prestressing strand. 
-I - -
determine tbe· effect of 
tl 
The primary ·objective was to 
... 
. ... . 
. . . . . . 
embedment iengt_b .. _on the. axial stress . neces·sar-y---~---·--:.:;-~ _::.~~-=--~--·· .. ··. ~-"-
to produce general bond slip. The principal variable in this investtga- . 
. 
tion was the embedment length o·f the strand. '-------,--..-'- -------- ... 
-. -··-· ---------------··· ------·---
The results of thirteen tests conducted on twelve beams pre-
.. , .. -· ---- . ---~~-. ' - -"-------- ---~-------- -- ---- - - -
te~oned with \-in. 270 K_strand are _piesented and compared with the 
(} 
test -r~sults obtai~~-cl.- by Hanson and Kaar in tests conducted on beams 
-- --- -~~ ------- --·--· 
··~--..c=---- . - ~~-~--· - -- ~ ' --~- ~ -
pre~tensioned witn+i.n. conventional strand. The observed critical 
length for the \-in. 270 K strand was found to be 80 in., as· compared 
--,--_ - --- -- - -
\ 
with -135-in. reported by Hanson and Kaar· for the conventJ.onal strand. 
In general it was found that higher stresses were---rt!Qtiired to cause 
general bond slip with the 270 K strand. 
An analytical concept has been dev.eloped, but a ·compari4on 
··-·-,,.,_ .. , .. -·~· ' 
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' () 
- ,------~----'---~-. ·--------- -------------~--
---~- ' ' ,.. ... _..,-,_. 
. -
------- ' ------------
----- ----- - ---·--------·---------~-----· -· -·· 
-- The usefulness_o_f · pre-tensioned··--concrete structural members 
. . ..... --- -- ~-.&.-, ' 
depends largely up~n the bond ____ ~eveloped. between the prestressing steel 
and the concrete.· The prestressing steel -in pre-tensioned members \ 
- -- ----·-------· 
--·-- ····- . . . ·-··- ....... -·. . ..... :-----· ---:..-----------·-·---·-----'·------,--------- .......... . ----·-----··'-·-------..----------- -- --··- ····•------·------ ----·---···--- - ··-------.----------,---------· -· -----------····-· -------------··--------·-···-····-····--·-- ---·····-·-·····-- ·---··- --- ...... ··-···:·--·-----··•--·-·-·--· -· 
• 
serves a dual purpose. Initially, the steel is us·ed to develop a_. com-
--------- . --· .. '. --- . ---------------
pressive prestress in the co~crete •. La te.r, when the _Ill~111.l.le_t_ i_$_J:aub .. _ . ·. -· 
.. --- ·------.,...--~-~--- ---
---------------' - ·--·-----·------ ---- -------·-- __ \ ____ .. , ___________________ _ 
'. 




· - . apffi-e(J ___ tQaq._~----- __ I>_tior to the __ developnient of _t~n~j._l~@ __ ~]:9acks, · t:J1~ -~~ntribu- ... 
{~ 
- - - -----------.. , -----
. . " .,4 
tion of the steel is small; However, after the cracks have formed, the 
p 
--- :s-t-ee-1- is----essentially responsible for resistan~e to the internal tensile 
·- ------- ~ 
- - ------~-.------~--~--=~-=~~~.,f-o~ce.s.· ~ In order .to- -ef-ficiently utilize the---tens=ile streng-th of .. the-,=--=-=:-~-----------




-.. steel, interaction of the two materials should exist, enabling the 'con-. 
cr~_te .and steel to work togethe'.F in developing the prestressirig ~orce_, · 
t' 
- . 
---~~~--~ __ and in resisting_ the applied:°"e~nal loads. _ _ _ = _ ._____ · _________  
I 
--------- ·- - --- . . ---------
, 
In the fabrication of a.· pre-tensioned· prestre$sed concrete 
beam the. steel is first tensioned to the des-ired stress level. Con-
- - - - --- - - -- - - -- -~ -- - - --
. ' . " _- _- ___ _ 
• 
. ' 
- ____,_ - __ ,, __ . ···-
-~-----~~Fe-te----4s ----t-hen--pl-aeed~in--th-e--form • After -the concret-e· has-,-reached--a ----_-- ------ - · .-------- t? 
.. 
-~-.IL..------ ... . ------ ~---,-·,·---~-- -------·-------- --... - .. - ·-·----~.-- ···-------- -- ------·---.-- -- - - -·------------········---·---
r 
' .. ,/'' 
__ .. _ · ______ specifted strengt~, the·_ s~_eel is relea·sed, and bond is r_esponsible .£,,r- -----
.:'M• ', • • 0• ·~ '. transferring the force from the steel to the concr-ete.~---The bond de-. · 
. _· •r .:'--- '.' . .' -.. ·-, ~ ... -~~·-:- ----·--··--------- --
. ~ -··-·· ... 
veloped in this transfer ls commonly referred to.as the 2restress'trans~ 
~- ~.- __ . ,, ___ .. ~~-~-- ... :.,~,-·-·--·;--_,:--~·~·"···-~--...... ____ J:et .... bond, ~a.nd ... the ...... l.ength ... required ___ f.or the comp lete .... .tr~nsfer.: of---·prestress .. -----·--·-------- .. ,-.\ ...... 
·-
force is referred to as transfer length .or anchorage lensth. Knowledge 
,. 
, 
---- ·---,---·---~-··· --- ·. 
·1 
_· ' ' -2-' 
~ I • ' 
'-~ . 
' .'"' . 
. . . 
. . ,.(. i· . 
... Ii' 
. ', ' .. 
I ··-•·--· -·' -·-- ... -~-
' ' 
' 
I . ) 
' " 
'i ' '. 
.. ·. -3~. 
•, J 
. .,,· . 
.I 
· of the transfer bond is· important. in determining st·r,esses in the early t life of th' meqtber, and ·later, . in de_termining the ____ abi li ty of the member . 
i . .-·'; 
to deveio_p .. a~chora-ge up to- the ultimate stre.ngth. 




_________ :__ ______________ ---··--------· ---··-··-·- -------~- --- · __ ..• -- ~:::-"'.:"':::.:= : ... ----·--- _:--~-- ·----~-----------·- . J---·- -·. . -- .. ' - .. -~-------- - --------- - ..... 
.,f When the beam is subjected to loading,-the--·pJ;"estres$ing· steel . ; 
se~ves a function similar to ·that of ordinary reinforcing steel-in re-. 
\ 
--· -----.------·------.. -.. ~----~-----------in-f-0r-c-ed--concr-et:e.=~-A-s-·-a---resu-lt·,----~ddit·iona,l -bond··-s·t-resses·--·are-:-·:develope·d···-···--. ·. 
' . between the steel and the concrete. These bond stresses ar~ call~d 
" 
. ·-:- . -
flexural bond stresses.· Flexural bond is insi$nificant as. long as. flex-. 
; 1 ur~l cracking does no·t occur. However, the develp~ment. of cracking re-
sults in greatly increased flexuraf bond stresses which change continu-
.. --- -·--- ·- -- -- · · ·a1·1y with ch~nges in the crack pattern. As the ultimate load is ap-
. .,.. proached, the region of high flexural bond stress moves nearer to the 
. ' 
~- ~/ . 
--···-- ____ .,_.,. __ r --- ---- .. 
· ··· · · ends of the member.. When this region :r;eaches the end o~he .~/!!Y-eJiS .~·· ... ·-····· ... 
transfer zone, $ene-ral bond slip occurs. Normally, with 7~re- strand 
. '"'t 
- - - .,.. -- -- - - ~ 
'1 
\ .. ---· - . 
as the prestr·essing ele~ent, failure does not occur. at this point. Mech-~ 
anical resi~ta1.1c::.e provided 15y the helical shape of the strand wil_l per-
mit some additional load before failure occurs. Therefore, in llne ~it~ 
-- -- - --- ---- ----- •· .. 
~ -~··the ._gener.al phil.osophy of prestr-essed conc~e-t_e d:es-ign · that -'-lul-t-imate· . -. : -- - --· _-------------· · 
. - ... ---- .. ·-··· . - -- ... --
.... -
-----~--.-----------"'--· ··th~fn"by shear,---bond, or concrete compression,"· a full knowledge of' th·e . 
·_ characteristics of bond between concrete and 7~.wire. strand. at a- -hi-gh:·--------~~-"-'~~:=·===--·:-:··· · 
. - - . 
. 
level of stress is necessary in or~er to design and p:r;edict the overall 
----,-;v:-~~.;.:'.~---~-~-;_:--~·~~--:'.,~~~----:w~·eha·vio·r···--·o·f·--··p·re'.~en-s·i-oned·,·-~p-re·sti:es·sed··'··~onc ret'e~--,~embe:r·s·.· ;···_--·· _, .... ,.,-,---.-~----·-··'•~-.--~-:-:·-----~~..--~--~.-,-~~~~-.~~~:2-----···--·· --: 
' ' ' •. : ____ .:.;..~:_----··"··-----1,1't<>.7."ll~--···,.~--
. 
• ~ ' 
. . 
At. the present time ·there ·is .JJ.Q specific theory ~ivailable: .for ..... _: 
. '' 
-------- -
_______________________ , _____ . __ :. _______ pr.edict iJ;l.g th~--- ·per f orIDance 9.f_ p:re ... ~en~iQned.~ beems. ___ In the . pa~ t some .. im.;.· __ · .. · ____ -_____ ... _____________ __ 
" 
#' ' ~ t ' 
~ . . . 
·---··-···'-''"·-·"·-·--· ' ' . '·, . 
I , . , .... ' 
\ '·'· ' . ' 
I 
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.I 
. -4-... " 
, . 
..i.· •. 
portant contributions have been made in the study of this_ problem. · In 
--,--·-----·-- . ·-----
- ··-·------ i•••···' . 
• • ·--· ---· -· - •• ·_ -- •<O -
.. ··. ·!. 1954, Janney (4 ) J:eported a stJJd)' of th~;,..I!?J:J!l'e of bond in. pre=tensiO[led~ 
.. ,;.. 
. , ... , .. :~-~: __ · ---
··- .. ---·· _ .. -···· 
pres tressed · con·cr~t~_. . . - l"'1 ···---·--«--~~----·--· ' Four aizes of pres~_ressing wire and one size of ·-----·--·"' • . - ..i._ . 
. ... -- - -- -···· ---.. ·--·--··-- .-.~.- - ·---~-----
' pres tressing stra~d (5/16-in.) were used in studyinff 6-o-th transfer bond 
.I 
·-.----c1nd···--£-l-exural bond· characteristics •. The principal variables were di·a- . 
• ---·-- •---- • ---·-----·- ,···-·•..--•n·,.· .. ,•••·••,, •••·-·- • 
.. 
--·----·· ·-·--···--·-···---· ··--·- ...... . 
---······ ·---
. -· - ... , - ... -- - ··-··. --···- ·-· .... 




· steel. - A variation fn-a-n-c-ho·rage· length was noted for wire.s of different 





,. · factor. Based on--lfri .. 1"elastic analysis of the cl~formations of the test 
.. ---··· -· 
--~-
, V 
specimens after release of the pre-tensioned steel, it was suggested , 
-. - ---·· .. . 
.. 
... . ... that prestres~-t-~-ansfer bond is. largely a result of friction between 
' 








__ IX)Jd • 
· (10) In 1~~6, Nie ls Thorsen showed that bond s_tresses in the 
' •:,.· 
· erid -zones of a- pre-tensioned flexural member d-fffer from the bond str~~se@ 
in the interior region. It was _ pointed out ~hat an· increase ~ :i_l:1 __ b~~d _______ . _________ ..:~~:_ _____________ _ 
~. --~-~--·--·-·----~-··-·---..:.+-,----;.....__,· __ I -;-.. -------·. -----
- .. -- . ·-. ··•···· ·- . 
· stress· within the transfer leng~h woµld. re$ult fir_st · in --'----\----->~--- (\ - -- --· --· - .. --.------ . -- .. sl.ip-- -~- .t.he------ ------· --
r •· . --· ,.~:-:---~---·-~--------,-· --,~--..;---• 
strand, an4 eventu·l~y in failu:re of the mem6er. 
In-1957, Nor~by,and Ven~ti(S) conducted a ~eries of tests on -·-··· 
p~e;.;tensiontid beams -prestr~ssed with .·3/8-in. strands. Conventional and 
__ . . .. . .·. _.· · ... ·~··· .. · --~~-~---.~~P-~~~-~4 ... ~b~_le. ... -~ggr~g~.t.e ..... c .. onc.r.e.te' .... wer.e..~,..u.sed----in-,.--the---beams-;···--:·T·he:--re··sul·t·s--------------:~------~~--· --··:--:····:~,-·-············-···-~··-~· .. ···-·--Mu ... -,.g ............. i""l'-...,.,,,n, .... .,.......,..-.,,..."""- • .,._.... .. ~ , .. • 
" J_··. _·.··., indicated -that 'Embedment length -was the governing factor ·against failure 
-~·--···-···-·········••»-····· -- -- -----· ---- - - - --- __ • _____ ... ------ • 
... . ········--···------·---- -·--. .. . ----- -··--··-········· .. ·-·-. ···-----~----------······-··· ... -,---··--·-· - .. -- . . - . - ·---······-· .. ' . . ····· ~----·-----·--·------·--·-·•--"""-····- •... -------------------·--········--· -··. -·-·····-···-·-···-·· . ' 
rather than bond stress ·as computed- by conventio.nal equations. 
. 3f A 
An equa-· 
tion in the form of u~ = 
u 
.. s ·s 
4TIDL 
e 
was .8i ven · to compute- the average bond 
I 
' . '_) 
.. 1 ' • ','1' ,.\. ' 




' ' .. '' ·~.l-
:·.,r.. ; ,, 
•• 1, ' ·• : 
. --5- .. 
. . . i ' 
• • . ' j • 
stress at the time of failure. ,t" ..... ,. ·, 
···- --· ,, .. ; ___ .. ________ . --·-
----------· . - . --.. ·-----"-· - --------------(1) 
--~n _!958, a report by. Din.smore, Deutsch and · Mortemayor . _ 
• • l ~ •· •·. ,_ ·, .' . :..·; •• ,~, .. -·,·. -- •"·... - ·, 
<;, • 
. summarized a study of both transfer bond and flexural ·bond character-
.. 
istics in test specimens pre-tensioned with 7/16-in. strands. It was , 
. ' . . 
. --- --'--------




In 1959 Hanson and· Kaar <2> reported a comprehensive study of. --
( 
' 
- . -- --f 1 exu r al bond in beams pre-tensioned with 7~wire strand. Three·sizes 
. 
.. 
of. strand :(1/4, ·3/8, and-~·1/2-in.) were u·sed. The principal variables 
wer.a the embedment length and the,, .. diameter of the strands, although the 
. ·--effects of .other variables such as surface condition .of the strands,_.: __ ~-
-- - - --- -
---- ---- - -
-~--------,-----------------
-- ------~--- -- -- --
co_nc_ret.e sJ:rength ,- and percentage of steel were -iµvestigated. --It· --wa·s ----· ------- · .- --
. " I 
.. r-1 . concluded ·that a general· borid.'slip occurs· in a pre-teQsioned beam when ·the -- · ... :.-:~----· 
-- --· - -
_ reg,ion of high flexural bond stress reaches the stress transfer zone. 
Also, it was found that·Strand size and embedment length have a con-
J ... . 
. 
siderable influence on the value of the average bond stresses at which 
·--. -- - • 
... 
t 
, .... -. ...:..------·--:-.:..:. ___ __; ____ ·."'----- _general .b o.nd,. = s li-p -wi-~ 1----oecur --in .. a flexural ·mem1ier • -- ------ ---· -- ~ ---------- .. ---------------,.. ... . . 




.- p;e-tensioned prestressed concrete -members ha~ been directed toward the 
--· . ' - - ., - -·. 
. .- ,.,.-•.- ... --·- - . 
use of 7~wtre high strength strands, with larger diameter. The (\-in.)_.::..:....--~ . . . ~ . 
- -· 
' . . ... 
.. str~nd was .. usedconunonly in.19~0, since then extensive use has been made 
I 
___ - --·-------·-~-- ----~--- ... - - --· ---~--- --
-·--·----····•··-·· -·· ---····-·'--·-----···-·---:---- ·.-------··-. '· .... _ . '.;·<. ·.:,.---- ·- ;-··-···-·-·-···-----. .... . -· - ' . ..:~ .. - . : ·..::.:".. ,; ·, 1: .... ,. ., ..... --------- ... 
··.·.- .. -: . .-of- (3/8, 7/16:(and -1/2--in.)-----strand·s-;-· · 
. .. --· ............ -- ....... ·-·-- ·-······-··· .. ·-·--·---.. ·-·-·.-·· ... _ .. ~ ... ----· - ... ·-------···· - ... ···-~ .... '·'·-· --- ---·--· -------····· ,... -· ,, 
-'------'---'- ' . . . . .. ------ ------------
..• ·~-·---.·-·.-·-·--··-------,r·, ·' Recently, a new high strength strand was.developed and made· 
·-··---~-.- . 
. 
available for general use._ The hew strand, commonly-referrec;l to as 
.. ,_ .. 
,',, 
I . , 
; 




. -- ,, I . 
,-·- .. ,. ··,. 
. . 
., · .. ·-. 
.... . -, . 
' .. ' 
' ....... 
. . 
- - ---- -
' 270 -K strand, if fabricate.d.,.~nd. tested in accordance with the require-
.. - --~-- -· . ----·-· .. 
ments o:t-ASTM designation ~4l6-59T,---except that th·e sp-ecifi~d minimum 
·-··--·---- -·- ________________ /:_ -· ~ 
. 
---~----- - .l , 
·-
-~--'---... ..:=-...... · ... ~ultimate __ sttength· is··270--kst··ratner·-:than :tne~-2:5·0-~ks1---·crf ___ the--coifventionaJ- -----
----·- --· 
strand. Also _the cross-sectional areas of· the nominal sizes are 
-
. . . ' 









-·-· ------- ----·--· ------- -•---------- --··--- ---·-· -· - --
.. 
strand. · To. date,. only one study nas been completed, involving the ··-
------- - -------
new strand. This. study, repoi:ted by H. K. PreSton, (9) was a very 
_limited study of transfer bond. Therefore, there is an inunediate need 
£<>}-information regarding bond characteristics of the 270 K strand. 
The recognition of this need was responsible. fo; th/ piari.ning of a 
testi~g program aimed ~t the development of information _on the- flexural 
...... ·~ .... ' ', 
.•. 
---~------·· -·-----------
__ . ----~-- ~-----b-o.,...,n_d -chat-ac-te-i;-i-s-ti-e-s---ef--- --member-s---pre-tenst·o_ned- wi ~Ii this s"tr-and. 
) 
·, 
Following is a report of the study which was conducted at 
Lehigh University,_· in the ·Fri·tz Engineering ;Labor,atory, Department of 
.·, 
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__ . ----·----··•· 
.. /.•. 
----~-.------ .. ---- ·-- -··-··----------- - -·-- _- - . ---
-1.1 OBJECTIVE., . 
----------~-..:.-'---- --'--- -~--~--· ·----------. 
. 
' 
ment of information on the flexural bond characteristics of prestre·ss-ed· 
concrete b~ams pre-tensi~ned with \-i~. 270 K, .7-wire strand, (2) com-
parison of this information with the resu-lts obtaineaby Hanson and 
•. 
-· q-
~ar-<2 > for beams pres tressed with 250 ksi strapds, . and (3) develop-
ment of an analytical concept- for bond failure in flexural members. 
. . . 
-· --- ~---------
. ' ~---------·---·- --- - _. -----·--'----- ------------- ·-· ---- -- --1.2 SCOPE· 
Bond performance of a pre-tensioned concrete member may depend· 
~pon a number of factors such as: (1) size· of the strand, (2) ultima-t.e 
strength of the strand, (3) surface condition of the strand, (4) con-
. 











-··-·-···· ____ ... _ -·--·-·--- ------· ·- --· 




--------------------- --pre·vfoiis ___ i_riv~stiga_tion by Han~=o~_)laj.~::-~~r_, __ ~h~ __ :r:ela~i_ve effect_~_ of_ several ____ ~·-- _-·_ 
i.. . 
.... -- . .:.:.--- .. ·-- - -- ·--.··· 
- ' . . '-... , . 
of the v~fria:liI"e·s--"we're se.t forth. Essentially, it w.as found t~at ·the 
f ... - ...... 
-
- . ,',' 
' ... 
-'-·----- .... '··-----~----·· -- -·---
·significant. --vart~~lfas w~~e<- strand si.ze and embedment length. · Therefore_,~~_: ________ '.:.-,. --· . --·-··-····------ --····--------·--·-··------- - .. -.-- -- ---- .- -- - . 
·· in -this investigation the t~st spe~imens had th~ follo~ing character_~ . · 
istics. ·:·.·-·-~·- ,·:,·.-·.·.-- .:>· 
--··-·-- .. ·-··-- . 
--::-: ,·~-:-:~-:~·:·-- -----·--;-"~----. ,_---:~11) On; s i 0~la-~ f . 2 7 o-1{ 0s t~~~d-. ( \- in. )~~-:;s ~ed in . ~1 i _ ---· - ' _ ..... 
·' 
· specimens •. Since t'he ratio of surface perimeter 
to cross-sectional -ar-ea "decreases -as the strand 
siz·e is increased, bond· is most critical in 
' •• '-- •• '' -·- I 
.. ~ 
'• 1"· 
_: .. 7_ . ·. :. . . ' -
. .. · .... ~ ··•. -.. -.·" ·-· . .. ,'. -- . - -- .... 
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', . . .•I' 
. '.-· · __ -___ ·.- ·--~-----==-..-==-... ~~ .... ---------·-···· 
- . .. 
r' .· 
' .' 
·. members prestressed with the targest size of 
strand. Since the.\-ino size isthe··largest 
common_size __ copun~rcially manµfactured, it 
-8-
was concluded that the· refitirt:s ·from the tests "'--~-··'·--··--·-·· ... 
- - ----------·--···-----·------· -- ··.· ·-- ----




--.-···- ' ... , .......... . 
strand u·sed was rust-free, since .earlier in-
---·-·-·--1 , 
. 
' . ; 1- - .. __ .,. ____ ,.,_._. -·-·--------- . . ------- vestigations indicated t_hat bond is critical __ c __ ..... 
' '. 
...•. 
when.the strands are rustedo Likewise, it 
; . 
.. '· ... ·, 
I . _:~ : - -- ------- . . ---
was felt that the rust-free strands would- ------------------------.:_c....J __ . · .......... . 
--'----'-~' _· _-_.-_____ ----' ___ ..-~==.c.:.:.==·..:.::.:::::'.::-.o::::·- .. ' ' --'-----.-- ·--~ep1;e-sent----t-he·-··ext:·reme,---c·ase-~~----;-----------· -------. ---·- . ··-· 
n .. 
. - : 
- - ___ .· _____ · -- ___ -: . -.-:;- - _._ .. ·- - - . .,-·-~- -· - --· -'.- _ ... 
</ 
. (2)_ The initial prestress stress was cons.tant f'oZ!-----_ ·-... ··"-,-....... -,c-,-·~":-:c~"-----· .· 
~- .all specimens. The stress was 70% of the 
(3,) 
specified minimum ultimate which, for the 
270 K strand, was 189 ksi • 
The center-to-center spacing of stra·nds was set 
ac--i·;-rn::·· for all specimens. This spac_ing. re-
presents the minimum allowable for \-in. strand - --·- -·-- - ------ ,- - -- . . ' . 
----'.__;___:. __ _:__--'-;-------'"--~.~.---' .. -'----'--'-;....;......-----:ca·s-spec-i-f ied----by--·the ·current -1963 ACI o There-. ·-·,t. -
. ' - --· ··-··--- -·· -:·;-_·-
· ~ fote it was felt.that this spacing would re-
present the JJlQSt critical case. "?.- - . ... - ••• -· -· ' __ • - - ' ,. 




-·- -- .- -~---- ., • • - --· .... I•,·-·• --• - .• • 
·· ------ · ._ - ·. ''.. · -- · (4) Two specifications governed the ultimate com-
- ' 
- • ~- • --·- -·· •- + 
,. 
#• ' 
• •• oe• -~, .-• ..... ~ ... "• • -,. •"'' -
.. 
-----------~-
pressive strength of the concrete. The first .. 
was that the strength must be at least 4500 
psi at release of prestressing steel, and the 
second that the strength must be no more than 
_6000 psi at test. 
-
--~---:-- - ' . 
..... -- . ·-····--·-- .. ----- --· 
-~ ··- --~--- - . -- --- - . -- - --·· - - - - --- -- - -----· ----
(5) The main variable introduced was the embedmen·t 
--- ---
length which is defined as the distance from the .... - .. ·~ 
· end of the specimen to th·e .. · location. of the maxi- . 
- . • -- ·- "111 
- ---- .. mum moment. -In -the test specimens, the embedment:- ---------------------·· --· .. ·.--·-···.·.·--- ..... 
length w~s varied from 36 .to 96-in. 
_ ---------·--~- ···------·---·-
--·-·--·- ... -
-- ·--------·-- -··--- -- - ·-·-----· ··--· ----------------···--- - .. 
, 
·--.· ·-·- ---·--·--------·---·----------- -•--
·~ 
---~--.......-.--- -·---~ ~-L---~ ---------- "'.. ---· ,·-----
. ·-----~---.-~--~ ·_ .. _-. ___ :--_--_.,. . .. , 
0 
_ _._: ______ . __________ ··-·---··--· ··-·-- -
, ' 
.. 
. . :~···J'······'··· ,~· .,. .. . -- . These characteristics were specified in ·order that the test ' 
. 
. ... 
:--·specimens would repre,se~t flexural memb~rs d~signed with respecf to· the 
. I 
·,>currently specified requirements regarding concrete, strength, pres-tress · 
r 
.,-·r·.~:·'.'.''·:· ' ... ·stresses in both the straljd and concr.et:e_ ·-----~nd .. J~_p.ac.ing .. "'of ..... the,.str.and--.····-----·-·----,··~ .. ,,~~ ... : .. :,r,·:.c.,., ... ······ ' ' ......... .... .. ... . .. - ........................... ·- .. '''' ' ' ' ' 
. 
. 
.. ,, ' 
critical condition relative to bond failure. 
. . . 
,. . ·-. . 
'·.~ ... _' .. ,, ' .. ' i\1111, w ......... _'"1· ..... ,,., ...... ,.. 
'' ' 
' . ' 
• ·.Ir,-
' -
. . ' . ' 
. ' .... ' 
.. · \..: ·. 
___ ._ _____ .__._.__,_,. __ , ____ ._ ... ' 
. .. ~ . . . 
. . 
·-· '--~-------: ' .. ·--------·-·-··-···----·· --------
' ' 
l, ' 
' . ••• ~--r··------~-~~ ... .:,..,; ,•·,.• .. · ---.. -•!-,":!'L.---> 
. ' . ' ' 
.. 
•\; ·, ' 
.· . ' ---· 
' ,·-·· .... 
.. ' .. 
·• ' ' - ' 
. ' ,, -----·- -----· -·-·- --· ' 
, • r' _, 
l ' 
' . . ·-·· ··---~-~ ---~- .. , , ..... 
. . . . · .. :. ·_· ,· .. ',' ·. 
····------------- -
----····-·--··--·-------·------------------- ----- ------ ------- - - . .:_.,_··· ·----------------- ------·-_,__,--_--·------·---,-c· ~~___::--------------.. ----------------- - ,... . 
. . ' --------------·---1 - .-
---------- ' . 3. T E: S· T S P E C· I M E ·N S· 
---- - ···-· --·--- -- ------------ ----------··---<>---- ----- -... --·-··------·- ... 
.. : .. --·-··---.. ,..~---~-..,r-.. ----,-~ _· -~- .,.•-c-,·.·.: .. ::_.---,-. · ... --· ... _-.'._-_---:-----'··-·-·.,c:-~-
. \ ' . 
' -------------...... ~--- --
. . 
... ·-~-';·-,-··"· 
---· --·------ ----------- .. ---·---------
I ., 
---~--- ------------- - ---- ------~~ ----
. . 
- 3 .1.DESCRIPTION OF THE TEST SPECIMENS ' -- ---------·-··-------- .·---··--.-------- -
-· : _____ The-·sp·e-c-tmens were-designed as .under.-reinforced. beams such · .. ~ 
-- ·-··----- -· -- . - - . --· - --·------ -- -------------------- ·- -- - --··--. -------· -·· -..-------- ---- - - ----- --------- ·---------- -· ----------· . '------------- - ' - . -- ------------
--·-----·-... ------,----------., -
_ that . the loadi·ng would produce flexural failure. The tests were to 
' --
_'dete.rmine--whe.t ~er--or .. -.no.t.-genera-1----bond-slip would occur prior . to flex-
.. , . 
. 
. 
--=:··--,----:-·· :.._ ___ ~--··.--_ ---· ~. -. --ur-a'.~---f·at·lure·;·----r·t--was _____ i'i:iterided to determine t~e maximum- stress, for a 
_,-_,~· ·c·c. --~~'-Ao/_---, - "• 
. 
- . J ¥ ;~---:-s-iven~mbedment length, which ·could be developed at the iq.terior end of 
that length prior to general bond slip. 
A rectangular cross-section with a width. of 7\-in. and a· 
depth of-12-in. was.selected for the specimens. The width of 7.\-in~. 
--was chosen to satisfy the- minimum. spacing of. 2-in. and to allow mini-
mum cover requirement specified _by the current ACI. code. · The de·pth of 
-----·!\---
"'' the section and the location of the strands were chose-n such that the 
m~ximum-allowal>re-prestress stresse~ in the concrete were not exceeded. 
Four \-in •. 270 K strands were used for pre_stressing the· beams. Three 
- _______ '!".~_-:_:__-_:__ ____ ,_. -- ---· ·-,-·--- .. ·.--·--·---···---· "·t;··--.·····-· ··-------·-··· -~-----·--·-··<-··--·. ·--·- --- -~,- - .. • ~: ··-
. 
. -- -------· 
. -
' 
•• ·-· ---· -- -··-··-- "!'!I,_ ___ ··---------·----"-•· ··-
. -~ -
- -
a-c----,,.---,-_=-c-__ ~---------------s.ttand_s __ ...wer_e ____ lo.c.ated near_ihe __ bottom with the -mi-nimum-. cover require-.;; ---- -
·-----· --· --- - ... "\ . - .-
,· 
- -----
- -----·--------·- ---- ---
-.,, ment-. ---T-he-- other st rand was placed near the top to produce the d_es.ir.ed __ ..... ~ ... _____ .. ____ _ _ ..... . 
prestress. stress ~ist··ribution. _ This arrangement produced_ equal tensile 
a.tresses in each--of---the---bottom strands. The initial tensile stress in -· -· --· .-~ . . 




~-----...__ _________ . ___ --- . 
_ ............ 
_ ~c~~-flir-e11gtb (fs _:;:_ 270 ~ 000 Psi) qf the 11fr._ .-: NO •. 3 deformed bars ......... · -· -- --
were used for shear·-~rein·forcement with 6-in •. spacing, -starting 3-in. '-~·-·.· 
--
. 
----··------- . ----- -····-- ----·------·--- ---·- --------------~-----·-·-----·· '··--··· 
. . . . ' 
)'" . 
" • I ,l('• .. ". 
······.---------------
. . 











--------~-----=-=·=·"""."'" ____ ...... MT.....,.~===-== ~--.;;-----!!!1!1!9!!1!1:11 ___ -~-~~~!WA':' __ !!!!!!!!!!I!!!!~-~-·---~---~---~-"~---~---~--~-----~-~~--~--~-· -~: ~ . - . ---·- ... --·. ·--~-----~~,.,.,___ ___ .._,....__. ________ ,,-.·- .-- ·--~ .... ....,. -.... ,-.-. 
' ' 
- --. -10-
-- , . I 
( \ ;) 
.. 
from the end of each shear span. For · complete details of the--'"te-st·------ ··-
~ .. -- -·-.... ...:.~: : ;.-; ; : ·- .:.. --=--- :.. .... : .·.·:.: : ---. .-~ . . . -
__ ,_ ___ ----------- . 
.. -------·-- .. --- --- -
·~· •· _::~-:-~=•:: .. . spec~111e11J1 ,_ ~e~ __ J':i,g. i. The length-,of the specimens was varied from ___ _. _______ ;.:::::._. ~..::.-j 
· .... · ' _ " 8-fl: i:0-23~ft ~j:h ~-n-~mbedment length variation-of 36-in~-- to 96-in. ·. __ , _ _ •-- . I 
-T~~ __ actu~l values are g-iven-in-'f'-ab-le-~1. 
- . 
- - -
. : i 







---'-· . r. mate load characteristics. The ~ltimate strength was determined ·in ---· 
-----.=----- ---. 
I 
. ·accordance with.- the method presented. by Hognestad, Hanson, and McHenry. (S) 
The stress di·s·tribution at the ultimate moment capacity of the section 
i,;_ given in__Fig .. : .. 2 .. - -The ultimate moment, M , is given by the expression u 
····-------
M = f . A (d-k c)· u- SU S . 2 ~- ---- '· __.,,...... " ... :_ . ..... 
---······ ·----.-,---·~ ,. __ ,.__,._· ______ --•- ·---·. ___ .,._,,_, __ . 
The tensil_~ ___ f~rce in the steel and the compressive force in the ·concrete· --------··-· - ------·-·-~ ----------- -- -----
-~------~-----~------~ ~~- - -
-
















......... - --.•-·· ... 
J ___ --c-"-·"'"i'-~-
--- ------- ~-
-are given by: 








Since T = C, the depth of the· compresslon block is given by: 
........ . 
'' 
I ' .. ' 
- ... --- -··- '' --~_..,_...._ .. ----.---·--- - ' .. 
•• • -· •• ,0.~ .. -- - n••·-- • 
- ••·n -• -- • •" 
I • ~- ~ .. 
- ------ ----- ----:-----,---. ---------
.• . ·". 
.. . . 
. 
. 
· _ ·.~~·--------~rt>m tlie--geometry of th~ unit· strains: 
----· 





' ...,; = _________ ,..... ___ 
' . 
-· 
. ·i·-·: . .- .. t. 
.· 
,,_ .... _ ... 
• 1· \ , .... ~',. 
- . •·, -::·· . 
·· d · e . + Fe · - (s . + · s _
8
) ·_ 
. SU u . se . C . ' 
' - • .. .•• •,. ·- • •• ••. '•· •• • '. • •••• _1 • : • 
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-"·.~ .. _ : -'. - S,everal. trials -are usually necessary to establish the compati-. -' ' . 
----··--··· ------·--··- -
~-- -- --·-·-·------------ ---·-------------·-- - - --
- ---- - .. - -
.'. ... : .. :,_; ___ :__ ___ :.: .. : .... -·--bi-lity between the calculated f and the values of e - and f _,; SU SU SU obtained 
from the stress-strain curve of the strand. 
;, 
...... ..: .. _, ________ . . . .· ' ---····'.'" ' 
. · ... · ......... - ... -........ . 
- ----•····· ' ..... - -- ····--·----··'----········"···· .. 
.. 





~-11--· --· --- ··-
' 
- .. 
The ultimate strength factors used in the calculation of the 
ultimate moment have been ex·pressed.-as functions of tl)e concrete strength~·-:' ~. 
__ , __ , 
________ ________, _____ . 
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..=---=; - --=-- . .,...._ 
------"·-- ---- --- These expressions, along with the concrete strength at the time 
of test given in Table 2, were used to compute the ultimate-mome-n~- for 




After Severa~ test specimens .. had been-. fabricate·d, ·load .. test"s .. 
- --· ---···- ----
-----·- - ---
---·' -•--"T-
______ w_er:_e ____ he.gun.---'l'h-e--l!es-u-1:t-s~ -f-rom ·t·hir fi-rst .few tests indicated that it woul_d 





. --------be desirable to develop -a greater stress in. the--strand at/the point when 
.the ultimate moment was reached. Therefe>re, it .. was decided that slabs 
. 
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alterriatives for bond·ing the slab to these specime_ns, -~n- epoxy. compound--~--~-·.· .• _:_: ______ · · -
-~--------- ---~-------------·---- -----,-·-----·------·----------·. 
. '" - --
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was selected. All of the beams·subsequently cast were fabricated with . . . 
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.• 
'(" ., ,- ----. -·--· ·-- --,---·----.. -----··- .. :- · .. '.'. ___ . ·.-·:~. ---- ---.-:. .. . :.:.. . 
. . 
' .,,.,.,,.,.. 
~. :. . 
, __ . ,;-, ·,· 
the st1rface to provide ~_g.-~ffective __ bond. The· details of these c;oss-
..... ·-------·····----~-- .... ____ ,..._ f'-.- . 
. ' 
-- -·····-· .. 
- "" ....... -·-------------------------------·---~----,--,-- ... ,_ ··-- ----. 
I 
J-'--------· - . -- - _ 1 
sections are shown in Fig. 1. .. -- . - ·- -------- - . ·-·- ·--· ... ··-- .. . -- - ·------·-------~~---·--·---~-----. ---~----. ------ ---
--· -- ----·- - -- - ---~--.=--- . I 
.:.· .... - --·· -., ·-·-,-~, .. -: .. ·; 
... ------- .~-------·-- ..... 
. - __________ ,: _'_ - ---~-...:....----~------- - _______ ::::.:.=--_-:-_-=::.~---~~-~=-----=--~--=--- --- - ----- -------------~---··----··----·-~-.. ---------·- ~-~----
---··--·--------··•"··---··-----·-· - ·------
. . 
---· "-•·-:, .. ___ .-·- _.,, ---. --· . 
_ In t_h_~- ~~_!j.gtJ. __ Qf ___ t:he --.-te.s_t _ specimens __ ,_ ~an__estimate of. the pre- -· • __ ·__:--..:__c __ - . ___ ·:· ._.-.,_,,_ ___ •• c.·c..··.c. 
<:., .. 
-- - ----- - - ---------------~----------- .. . - --- -- -
.stress losses _was required •. The factors which contribute to- the· loss .. V1 . ---....... --··----.. ·-·--·--·-------------··---·--··---··-·· - . 
:l 






. concrete.·. The loss· of stress in the steel ,due to ela~tic shortening ~s-. · 
· given by: 1--···'" ...... 
I - ; 
_________ , ________ --=---~---. _, __ · . ----··---·-··- --·-
" 
• 
. '·-: :· ---- _~..'.,. :'_-Af = nf S C ........... ·- . 
I 
( . . 
.. --·--·--- ---- ----~-------------- --
where f = concrete. stress at the level of the p:r;~~-~ressing steel •. . ··-·- C -------
.. -.-- -----
According to Lin(7) the loss resulting from·shrinkage may·be 
.,.. . Af = c E 
·s s s -· -----·----------------
---
- - - -- - -- - - - - - ~ - - -- - - - - ~ -
' ------· - - - -- ~ - . ---- --- -- ---- ·- --- -- .. 
. . 
where e is equal to the unit strain resulting from .·shrfnkage in the s 
_ .. surroui:iding concrete. 
was used. 
In this investigation a va-1u·e---ri-f e = 0~0003 
·S 
' ··---- - -·--- •- -~--:- ---.------··--· -------------- - .---------···--. -----
.. 
-
. Likewi-$e the loss resulting from creep was- computed by tli.e - --- -- ---- ···· 
. ' ~ ,- --, -,. . - ----- ----·- ' -· ·?; . - -- ----- - - - ... - . - . . -·-- " ··- - - . ' 
-... 
-------- .. - --- -
.express·ton: . 
Af = (C - 1) nf S C C :. __ - -• ·~• .. ..;.P.'..,.- _,,.,_r,.; 
-·· --~ A·"'value of .c · = 4.'0 was used. in the. computat·ions. · · The-·computed prestres_s _________ .. -~~---: _______ · ____ _ ~-········ ·--,-.----· .·:-:~~·:-:-:--·:::::: ... - -·--' - . ' . ' - ····--··-- --- .. ,_;, . . ...... --·----··· .... -~· _, .. -,-----.--~---- ...... .:· ----.. ·-·--·. --·-·--·----·--- .. - - - - - -·-- - .. --- .......... - .......... -· - - ................ _________ ..... -----. ·-·-· -·.:· ......... - --·- -- ·-·.-- ...... -·· __ ...................... , ............................ - ·-·-. .. .... . . ---·--·------·-···-- ' . . . . 
., 
.. 
·. _. _ --~:. -~-- -·---·-: ___ losses are _given in,. Table 4, along-with ·the:.:average-· .. :o.f-- the actual .-meas.ured__ .. ·----------·------.. --
.. 
.. ---------------. · --•·--·- -~---'-:-:---"--~-·· ----1~osstf~.~ _ - ---·--------- ------ - ------------- . --------"---- ----------··---~--------
.. 'I 
' I I' ' ' 
. ·.' ,.'. ' 
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. 3 • 2 MATERIALS 
_:_.~ __ _:_, ~---· -, ;~--.' . _ ... -----· .. --··· -.. _____ . . ··.···-·---:·:. 
...... , .. ,r•••••·•---·•- ---·-----···--· .. ·.·- . ,., 
- - ~---- .. -- -- -- -
., '. . ... 
---------- --~-· ... -·-- ·- -
Prestressing Steel. ·· · 
. ·: . . - --·- ···- --·---·---·····. ---· -· -·-·-····· 
.. -- ----· ---·-·------,,----------- --- --·· 
. ---- ···-- -··-----"'-------~----~------· ~ --~----- ·:·· -- . ·:-· --------- ---·-- -- ·- ·.· ...... · ................ -----·---······ .. ----~-"'-'··-·"' ~-····- .. ·-·-&--... --~ .. ·~-----·~~-----~-----·--.. ~---·;.:.. ... ~--- --------------·-~---·--···------·- - -- ·-----·--------·----------------------- ... . ... .... .. --_ -·, ·-
. .. ·--·------~------ ·- - ,- . . ····-· . 
. . , : -
. 
. The prestr.essi·ng strand us.ed was. \··in.-, .. :7-iaWtre,-uncoated,-"·=cc~·:.,._ .. ~-----=,,c.-:~:c-,~ . 
. 
. -·· . •· ··--·. 
--- __ ; -~·:c,-_,----·. -=-_~--.- ~,.-.-·-_-,--;;;.. --_ - .-:: --:,.-·:-~--;,_;- _- . -· 
. M - ' 
. stress-.rel:i.eviid --t:ype 270 K strand o This strand was commercially fabri-
. ,,- ...... 
.. 
cated and tested in accordance with the require.ments of ASTM designation 
-·· .. ·-····----- ·-·--. -·--· . -· - ............ __ ,._ __ ...... -···. ······-.. '····· ... - - , .... ···------·- ... ,. ------- ··----- .. -.... ·------····------~---·----· .... - ... 
. ~. •- ······-···· -----·····. _______ .. ..... . .. --· .... -·--~--c-•·--·-·-:~;-.. --t:·-.·--··---·. ... - ' . .' . . .. . "' ... - .. -• .... 
't 
An increase in the specified minimum ultimate. streµgth fro·ni 
I , . 
A416-5-9T. 
·------------- · --'----:250 to 270 ksi, together with a slight increase in.area, had resulted in 
the type 270- K, which will. develop an ultimate force approximately 15% · 
-··-··------·-··-- . ----- ' . 
-
-- ------ .'--· ------· _ ..---.-----=----·--~----------'----·-- - . 
greater than that of the conventional prestressing strand. The 'load-
.elongation curve for ·this. strand is. shown in Fig.- 3. The· physical -~p.ro-:.· ·.-' \. 
I 
- ---·-- -. pe.rties are given in Fig. 4. 
------ --· - ... ---,---···· ---- . ~"' ---- ., ........... ---- ' 
.. . 
~- - - •-• ., - r• • 
. 
. ' . 
' ' --- - . 




. . . 
' 
---- __ -,__:__ __ · ______ , _____ •• -·- ----r---·- -
The shear reinforcement ,was · fabricated from ·No:~.- 3 dtfformed_ bar.&--------~'.--:--·-' 
···-· - ·-- . - ·-- - - - .. -- -- . . ... :.:. =-=-~==--:·.:.::-.-.' . 
--- - ---- ----- --~ - ----- ~ ---~-- ~ ----- _...,__ -· 
- ~· .:::. 
. 
- ---- ------
h~ving_a nominal yield stress f = 50,000 psi. y 
---- -· '- -
, I 
.,:_..;._ ________ -----·- -·-. -- ·--------- .,. _._ - Concrete 
.... 
_·. i ' i- ' 
' . Concrete strength was not a. variable· in this· irives·tigatiP1:1.- - ----c-· 
.. ~---------- -----
. 
- __ ; __ - .------·····-.·----'---------.. --
--
-· -·- .. ·----- --------------·-·-··--··-· ·---·- ·----------
---. -1 ---------·--' ---.-,~ 
The mix was designed tc;, yi._~_!4 a _concrete. with an ultimate strength ___ . __ .. --~----- -- ------------- -. --------------------------~-----··--.. --------- -- -· ----. - - -- ----- ·---. --·-·-------- - -- - -
. 
. r ------------
.. - ·--·- -----------·--------- ·---- ... - . 
··-f.~ === 6000 psi at. an age. of., 21 days. The mix selec~ed consisted of typ.e 
III (high ... early-strength) portland cement,. sand, and crushed limestone. 
- ----- ---- ·- -- - ---------- - ------
- -- --~----- --- ------ - -
'.._ .. _.. .· I . 
- ·-- ·-·-·-····-------- ' ------- - -
.coarse aggregate ; (3-/4--iri:-.-. maximum). The proportions, by weight, of the 
cement-to-sand-to-coarse aggregate were 1.00:2.64:2.98. The concrete.. · , •- ._: .,~.,: •. .,, .• - .•..•.• ,. .. .,,.,.--0 , ........ .:..~.~,··-"·"•·~·-••:~;._:_ ___ -.:_.:,· •. :~:.~•7··_.,:'.-• ...:--,.-. ... w •·- -~• • ,. ',' • .. -'' , --· ", •• , •. ,, • 
-· ••• ' '. • , • • ... , - _., .•. • • • ' •- , -- •. , • - • ,.., , • "' •• ., .... ~, ••. , ~-- • "·;- .... • • .. , •• , ._.,. " ........ ' , •• "" , • ' .. , ... """ •• - .,,. , ... , •• ,- .. ' ... "' • ••·•··,· ., ·., ~··•• ~ ...... ' •••••••• ~,,'' • ••• •• ~• • ., ., ........ , .. ',,. '. ••••••• -, .-. - ... ' •.• '" ,. •• " •.• , - ... • -• ,. •-• ..... ,., ••• ,. . I • " . . . . 
- . . . . . • . ·- ~· .• ·,-~---~· :·,., - ... • ••• .•• -, ' '. 
-
. , _,_ · .·. ·. , was obtained from a local ready-mixed concrete Bl.!PPlie_r, _____ ~nd ___ _wa_sc .. del.i-v--'"-·,--0·c...---
- . . 
...... ----·--·· -- -----·-···---·--······------·------ --·- ------·---··"'··-----·· ,- _________ .... -----------------~·--·-- -- ·---------·--- . . - . -
------ -- ----~-------·--------------------~---·-
' ered in two-cubic-yard batches. The·slumps for-all of the batches ranged 
between two and three inches. 
·'. ,.. 
•· 
. w . ' 
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-• 
-·-·· --·-·-··-··-··--------·---·--·--·--------··----------·-·--------------·-···. • • -··--- ·--------------··----. mate coi;npressive· strength of the concrete at the time of release of ·the . 
.. ---_-- ".; .. ·· ·-- ·.·~- ._ .: ... : ... :~ . .-.. --· ... 
•.•.• •• 1 .. 
-·- •••• 
·-· '-·---~-·' -- ---·-. .. . .. --- .. 




tion curves was obtained with a comptessometer. The tensile st:rength of ·-· 
------- ----··--------·---·-·-··-[ the concrete at the time of test:_ w~~- .01:>t.~i.pe.cl. .by __ sp.litting .. tens-ile-----·'"·-····~-----------:·c·-·'·---'-·-·--·· ........ 
\ 
...... : .......... ----. -·· ·--··--···--········"" .. ' ·--· .... --· ...... ~ ... ,·• ..... ····· ···-- ---··· . - ·-- :- ._. __ _. __ .... - ' .. -.- ~ 
, .. , - .. ------ ...... . ....... - ···---------- .. .. ... - , .... .. . .. 
. 
' strength tests. Three cylinders· were tested in each determination. The·. · 
- ------ ------~ 
strength ~roperties are ·given in Table 2. 
', 
- ,- ,.- . ·-: - .. 
------~--------- - . Epoxy Resin 
\. 
The }'poxy compo~nd used to bond the slabs to the three speci-
:·inens with the smooth top surface was· based on the recommendation~~ ~et - -- - -·- ·---------,---- -·-- ---------------- -- ___ ...... - . 
- .--- ·.~~-- ·-:'.·'';"7' .. ~--~- ·--· · f·orth in -the report by Kriegh and Ende lbrock. <6) The compound __ J.1~J~d__was~--------_-~-~·-· · 
. 






. type B,. with the _two component system. Jhe ingredients. of system (_l) 
~~--- -------were----Epi ... Rez ·510;·-Aiumina T-60, and Asbestos 7-TF-1, while the ingredi:"'."- ----- ·- --- . . 
ents of _system (2) were Epi-Cure 855, Epi .. Cure 87, Alumina T':_~0.L __ an~---- -.---
------
Asbestos 7-TF-1. . -· For further information concerning the properties and ···•·p-
Cf 
- 'G._ --proportions of ~he mix, see reference No. 6. 
···- -~ .. -··· _. __ .. ·····---· ____ ..... ___ .________ - -:-··-·---- - . --··-·-··-,-······--· ~--- .. --.. - ... ----- ·------ -- - - - -- - .. -·- ,__ ____ - -- - - - -· - --------- -
.··.··-;--·-······- -· 
.... ~ . 
.-- ·----· . ~-· ,. ..... ---- - . -- ----· - ----
. 
-
- -- c::,,, - ~ -~ -- ,---
- - -
--- • 
-··-- ~--- -·----- .--~------
. . --- ~ - - ---~- - - - - ---- - .... _ ---- . 
. - -~ . ---
- ··-·-·--·-~ .. ·--~-- - -------=--,------- . ~_;:r---- - •. - • -· =-=..=_-------: =-~: ' 3.3 FABRICATION -·-····-~~~:----· -.:.·--7 · -· . ,. ............. ,,., ______ ,_ .------ ·-- .--------------· --···-· -· .. ___ _ 
- ----------···· __ ._ ... · .. -~~:.~ ... · ",- .. 
·, 
- -;;------~·-, 
. . . ; .- -The beams were fabricated .in a prestressing. bed ·at·_·the Fr1itz 
1 ·-
. ' ----·--,· · ______ ' - ·---··-·---·-··-------·-----·--·--···---:--------··----- -··---·--------------~· -. '---------- t 
_ ·Eng;[.neering Laboratory. The -featu,res of this bed nave been described 
~~evious ly ill ~: Fritz Engineering Laboratory Report .(ll) · The iwo anchO'C- .. ·, t 
....... ,~~--'"' ... ..... . .... - ...... --· .. , ........... '" .. ·-- ·-·····-.. , .. --·~---~-----·-. .---~---·· . 
. 
.... ,. .................. , .... -. ... -·-··· ·- -, 





------·- . -·------.-. .-· -~- __ .:::___,._ -.... -----------
tw~ beams simultaneouslr, end-to-end. 
.,, 
0 , 
The beams were marked from A ·to F according to time of fabrica-
tion, the first"cast A, the second oneB, and so on. Since therewere 
1·' ' 
\-.-\·.·········· .. -
.. , .. 
t 
----------===-"'--=--=---===---alll!!!!!!!!!l!!!ll!BJl!Bll!ll!lill!!!:''l!l!&!l!l!s ~ffl!::!l' !!!!!!!!WI" ---;;;;;;;;;;; Ji··,·-
• 
•.••. --·--' -~--- --· ~. •• --~-·---··- ••.•• --•-<• .• 
. · . -15-
-
two beams cast at each time, the longest beam was designated as number /, '"" 
-··--·- ...... _- .. - .. ----~--,--; --~ .. 
- one and the other as number two. _ Thus_, beam A-1 would be the longest -i. ' . ------------- ,.·.- ------· ·. .-·---·---.-·- . I; .1 • - • - • 
r .,· --- ---··-------
--- -- -- --
--··--·-·- ····----· ·---·· -------·-------·-······· , .. 
1;:--- . 
I,. 





of the two beams in.the A cast~ng. . .-•···---~· -·----· ------·---~--~-----·-- .... 
. -- ______ .· __ ....:__________ ' - .... 
\ .. -·---··----···-----------
' .. ·, . ·. 




't .. "' 
-
'<", Stee 1 forms were used for the fabrication of t-he beams. Two 
. - ·- ~----- ·----~·--~ --· -~·- -- . -- ... 




end of the prestressing bed, for the vertical and horizontal posi·ti_on. 
lng of the strands. The strands were anchored with standard gripping _ 
______ · chucks, and were tensioned to the desired value 0£ 28.90 kips per ·strand 
... - -·--·-:-·. ---- ~--- -- ---
-- ··- .-....-- -- ·-··---:·-·· 
· with two 50-to;n jacks. Individual strand adjustments were· made by means 
--· .,, -· 
- ·Of a separate hydraulic Jacking system. The--prestress--force was measured· 
- " 
-----·----------·----·- -------------~·--~.- ---- by means of cal.ibrated load . cells placed between the end pla~e and the . 
--g-~ipping chucks on each strand. After c~ntpieti(?,;t of the pre-tensiQ_ni_ng ______ _ 
l'-_:i 
0 
_ptQce.ss_,_ the s.t.rain .gages were mounted on the strands, tqe web reinforce- · 
~---- . ------~-· -···-- . 
ment· was wind in place, and finally, the forms were erec·ted. The con- .. ,i---- '; . . 
· crete was placed in two iaye.rs of approximately equal depth, and vibrated . 
--'L • 
. 
Q) with an internal_ vibrator. The first six beams were finished with a 
(' 
. _.:.. ~-·-=. -· .. : . 
---- - -- _...,,_ -------------- . -- -
--~~QQ~h top surface, . bl!-t the surface-s of the-· la.st six -beanis were roughened -- · --
- ··------ .. ---- ---------- ----------- --· 
. . 
--· -- -- -
-
------- -- -
--------~-"-·-----~---~-: _____ - - --with a· fork type plat~. All of the sp~c-~men$ _were .covered with wet· bur-
- --~ --~ -- -- . - ----·---- ---.----- ~,- ' . 
. " 
-•' lap for a period of approximately three days •. , After three days, com-
,; 
_ .. :;, ' 
·pressive _cyTfilder tests- were ·conducted. When t~~-~ylinde~_~ests indi-
,. ~·- ... - - .. 
cated a compressive strength of at.-least 4,500 psi, the forms were re-
•·•·•··•••••.,•·•- .~ ... ,~•,.••~•·• .',c•·•<>•••··••••• ' .~ .... ·~---·-·--·w•~•---··-•n.;.....,,~.,,H.~-··•••·'--'" ·•-''••"" _____ . _____ .. : ....... :: ........ :.~.~:~:~_;;, .. ~.2: ____ c__....:. ... ~~mov.ed.--~and~~-th-e:=W-tri-t:-temor·e·-··ga·ge--··,t·arge-tir··-·-were·--p1ifced·-··ori·· tfie····bEiamii~-- -The • ' • •' - • • • •• I 
. -.· ) 
----·-·-----------------------~---------- ···-·--- -----,------· 
-------·--·--------------------· -
----
.---·------··-;i ---------------·-;_ .---. ·- -
· ·prestress force was released slowly with the 50-ton mechanical jacks. 
An oxy-acetylen~ torch was used· to cut: the strands. The beams were 
.;1 
- .......... -- . ..... .... . 
_'I ... . then removed from the casting bed' and stored. iii"fhe ____ laboratory-:----· 
_........;._, __ -· ----------·-~···----· 
... .. I 
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.. •• --'"'-• , ... ,. -----.--,~-------•"•~~,------·-------•- ,-., .. ---·~-- ••••,--"L--
.,_.; .. 
______ .· ... -- . - .· ' 
· .. ,.. . . 
. .,., .... , . ... '-. ' 
. ' ·,· .. ' 
'·., ' ' .. 
. .. . . " .. 
. . ........ . . ; .. 16-
Wooden forms were used __ f_o.r ____ the fabrication of the slabs... Fifteen stand- · · ---·-···· -- .· .. ------------.. -~-- .. --.. -----------------------------··· .. . . ~-------- ----- ·-
·ard 6- x 12:- in. concre'te- cylinders -·we~e- cast In waxed card~oard m9_l_d~_ -------=...::.:=---.-------_ _:_:=-: ___ ~;--.. _-________ --.-. _.' . -- --- -- ----- ,--------'----------~ -
-·-···-------- -·· - .. 
. -- -- . - --
··-···-~--·-~-:-·_:_~~:~~·----~·-·:::·:_:·_-~~~.,_with each--beam •... --The concrete was placed in two layers ·of, approximately .·· 
·.-.,-·--_. ___ ~~·~··-~- equal-depth in-the mold, and vibrated with an internal vibrator. The ' > 
. 
.. ---- -------------,--··-·=---~~_:.::.;~--~-:·::.: ... c-y-1-inders ·.·w~~e .. ·s-tored- -ne·ar-the--··test · ·spe·c·ime~s: iii t'htf · 1aboratory-~---·--·c··"--.--··-!·---·----·· 




, •... 3 •. 4 INSTRUMENTATION 
_,_.t.__ ••••. .fi~ To evaluate the .test. results, it was ne.cessaty to measure'the. ........; .. -·- - -·. - . - - . . ' - - ------ -- --·- ----·· -
dis~lacemen.ts 'in_.the--for.-m--of strai~s, strand slip,-- and deflection of the· 
specimens under load • 
. ~ . 
-
I ; 
Strains .. --------·--- ----- -- -- - --- ---.---- ------~ --- - - -- - ·--- - ---- ··---·--·· ----------~--------
- . 
-- - ----- -
The load-deformati.on data obtained from the strain measurements · · .... 
----- - ---- ---..- --~~- --
! 
- ... ' 
:--=- ----·- _.,.---::---:..::.-~_:__:__-_~~-- - - --- --- -'~ -was di vide:d into two separate categories·: (1) load-deformation data' of ·' 
the prestressing strands, and (2) load-deformation data of the con·crete. 
... 1. Load-deformation of the strands . . 
r·, Electrical strain gages were mounted at intervals along ea.~.~-
--- -------- --------·-- -
- - ----· -- - - --- - - -
. ' ___ of _t~~---~-b-~ge __ b_o_t_tom strands in each o.f the te.st specimens after the - -- --- -~--------~------·- , -------- -----------·-----·--- ---·---·- -- ... . .---.,-
- ·- - -------·~----------···· -----. - --. 
- t: --·- --- "' -
- ~- -__ ---~--~ r __ .. ~·----~~---~-:-prestres·sfrig -strands ___ had been i-nitially tensioned. Th¢se _ gages were 
attached along an individual wire of the strand at. e'ac·h lo.c'a:ti·on:,:/ .. :.: ~ \;,.:··:_:,;:::_-·; ··., -,(~; . 
. . 
- --------- -
• ·'.h,;.._ -- .. 




after the initial te_nsioning. The gages were waterproofed with 
•· ' ••• ' 0 
· Neopre~e Primer and· .Rubber Coating, then covered with Armstrong- a(l.;_.~. · ~-~·-··--:-·---~~ _____ : ___ :_;. ___ _ . -----· ---.---· -------···" 
' 
·. 
• ··•--•••-•••••,•••••••"'"'°"'•·-·M- '-···--·------ '' ' ' 
- : '' '.- -·.•- ~-~··,·,) 
-·-----------··-




• I 1.1'j, ,1· ',f • •• • 
·,~ "'11,i.o~ ··· . - · · 
f ' ' ,-
E le ve no f the specimens· contained A-12 type SR-4 gages, and one con- - ······ '~; 
'';'' tained C6-141-B Budd Metalfilm gages. The location of the gages in· 
each specimen is given in Figs. 5 and ·6 •. 
' • 
. -
.... , ....... -------· 
• •• > 
,. '· . 




----- ---- - .. ~ ~= - -~-
-
----- - .... == =t , ... ~~• ~·-·:~,-~- _;;_~'.,________,__,_ - • --- "'--"'•""'' ~· - __ ---------~ ... ;::..,;,.--,.....,,_u,--.c.,------·-'"·-~-••-





The bas~-~---~~-~- _pf these-: ... internal- gages .was to measure the·· changes . 
. -- ..... -·· ·- . ----- ---- ' . ·:11' 
... ----·-------~. ___ , __ .. ____ . ··----· 
.of force in the stran~--- duri~g ·the·-····1:rltimatef load testo . However, they were lri 
. •• ·•· • , • ... •' -· ..... ---• •·•-··-- ··•• • .. -· . •. - . ., •· .. , - • • - .... •- "'"'" •• •••- • • .,-.,.-.-,.- ·-•·-•---'---~--- I tl I ----- ---- .-. ·-- - - ----·-··· 
also used to· measure the immediate loss .of--stress at ·the time of release. , ------~-.. ,_.,-\.· -'--- -~-- - ----- --~ - -· ---- ------ --·-· -·- - ... 
. . ·- -
. -··- .. --- _____ ,____.;,, __ _ - -------------·-·--- -· ·-
--------irne··-··u·s-e·--·····o·f--ffie -data-· -from - these gages was based on calibration 
. . . 
. -----·--··-------~--_____ --"- curve_s_dey~_.l.gpeg ___ f_r_om ___ s_e_p_arat_e __ load __ tests __ o_f __ individual samples of -the -----~---· ·-----------------
. 
. \ 
strand. In these tests, four or more gages were attached along indivi-
dual wires of each specimen, in th~ same manner in which the gages were 
--· -- ----·-··---·- -~--~----··-·-·-·--·., ---····. ·-··--- .- - ; -··· ·- - --~- -· ..., ... " . 
- --- . -- - - - - -- - - ·- -- ------ -- . - ----·. ----------~--------·-------- ·-· --------- ---··---- -·· . 
----,-- - - - --
installed on strands in the test beams. The strain gage readings were 
plotted versus load in the strand. The· average load-strain curve ob=· 
/ tained from these tests is given in Fig. 7. Also shown,. is the actual 
··-·relat:ionship between load arid axial strain measured with an extenso~ter. 
• 
--------
.... ---------- --·-- --- - ·. . 
· - - · -- 2.· -,Load- aeformafion data of the concr-ete surface 
.. 
a) A Whittemore strain gage with a S~in. gage length was used 
·---:--. - .. --.. -_~----:--·----· ·-----·· 




·- .to obtai·n strains on. the surface of the beam at ·the-··1eve1 of-the bot-tom 
three strands. Brass plugs 7/32-in. in diameter and 3/32-in. in thick-------------~- ---------
---· 
-------··------- ·--~-.,.___-·, 
ness were used·as gage targets. These targets were cemented along both 
__ sides of the test_ be,ms · with Armstrong adhesive A-6_, inmediately_a.:e-ter .... -....... 




.. ,......... •~.- ··- - - -. 
_ . The main use of the targets was in. the determination of · 
' --/ \ . 
-- -- .. shortening, both at the time of release and in the --interval_ prior to 
the test. Readings were also taken during-the u~ti~te load ·test. . 
... -.... , . ., ...••... -_.-.. 
- -- -------- . . 
. 
~- ..,........,.. _ __. __ , ••.. ~-·-·-•-··c···""'"·'-.·.,.· ~.--···•,•-•. ,., 
.. '.·-. ·---- _ .... _ : --.--- : 
' . . 
...... ._, .. • 
I • •• •· ••••• -· •-•• • ., .•. -,. ••·-, 
------ ----- ---------- ..... ~· ··--·~· ·---·---·- -·--- - ·-·--·------~---·-··-···· .. --........ ------·---·· --~----- -.-·-·-·· -l • 
.. ' b) · A ·~umber of ·A-9 type SR-4. strain .gages we·re us~d. for ·the 
. 




·_ . . 
--- - . 
- .. ·. . ··----- -:·-···-------. -- -·---,..~-·---~-------· --- -- --- - .- --- - ... --- ---- ·-----··· ____ _:_ __ .. _____ .:. _______ . ______ .... _________ · ____ --·-· ----··----·-·-'---------·--· .... -,.--------·--·-·-- - ----· -----·--------· .. ··· -· -- ------- --------- - . ------
• '
0 
measurement of strains at different- e·levations-·in .-the constant m~meni: - --~-~-·-·---·· -----· 
_,:.""egion,between the-load points. The gages were placed at the centerline 
- - -- -- - ---------··--- - . - ---- --
- --·-- ----- - - -- - --- - ----
J' . ' ~ 
... 
_ 1.,.J•• ·•r-•••••••··-,--1-•-··-••--• , • .-..... .. · .,.' •"-'r·-•• ' .· ' 
. , 
. , r , , 





·, ._...., • ~ •-~•-'-r •--- ---~-·" .-, - - -· - ~---- ,- ... ~ "--- ... • . - , .,c• .....,__, ______ ·-
---~~ 
; , 
' -- -;,. . 
•'*' ' ·-·18-. :I;"', .. '· 
1C> 
·----------of the beams, and were cemented to the surface with Duco cement. These 
· gages were used in .. the ultimate load tests-·~------
. ' 
. - - .. ----·----·--·····"'--·----·--····----- ·-··----·····-- -·---- ·•·-··-- -··· 
- - - . - -- --
---· -~ -- --~· - --------- -·--
- -·-·-···-- ---·-·-···---------~----------- .. 
-------------. - - -
--·-· -······-··------·-·------------------------- -- -----···· ., --------------,~------------ ·strand slip --,'-·····.· - ----~-----------~---·-·-- .........:__ _ ' ~~--· __ ·, ~_:_ __ _ 
.... ~--------::... - .. --·--·--··: --- -·· -· --·-- ... - -·· .. --·-· 
-t· • -
... 
- . . 
- :_ -· -_ . . -~- . 
Mechanical dial. gages were, used to d~tect slip in' the--s-trand---~---- ~-~----:~----
r 





· indicated the movement of a small plate attached to each· strand by means Iii''. 
,· . 
,_ .. _, --- ' -. - -, 
. ...., ... · of a collar and setscrew.. Two gages one at each end, were used. on each· . 
' 
-·-' 
.plate. - All of the gages were mounted-on-brackets which were. secured to 
' I . 
the two en·d~· of the test. specimens. A view of the dial gag·e-assembly is 
--t·'-----· - - - -· 





Deflection Measurement _________ _ 
.. -,-------------- '...---~-'-----------------...... iiiiiiii 
. - - .. - ·-------.----------
. 
. ' The. mid-span deflecti-ons of each beam were. measured by means of -. - ---- -
. . \ 1 l d · · - ·. . 1 d d -- h- 01 .:.-~: --=""-·-;.:-:-:-:-:::~----=-=-·-:-:·-=---- ~e-ve- -rea 1ngs on -strip sea es gra uate to t e nearest O. · ~in. 
--- - -- -- - - -----·-- -- --- ---.----------- -
These 
scales were attached to the beams at each support and at the centerline. 
---~--- -
· .. ··--·-· .... - _..,. - .. _ ----·--·-- ____ .. ,,- . ----------·--·-··· 
. ··--
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r ••••.. "-·- .• 
•.' · .. 
, I 4.1 TEST PROCEDURE . . . 
Ultimate load tests were· conducted on each of· the . specimens-. ------=~- -·~ -- --
............. _ .. _________ ----~-~::~~~~---:--In--.. ·general,·-·two··point···· loading··was·· ·used·~----The--de·tail·s ·of ___ ffie·····1·oading······--··-------'-----_. -7""'--.... -- .. ····---
,r· 
- --:- - ·- - ·-· -
, arrangement are shown in Fig. 9. Ten of the specimens were tested in a 
hydraulic testing machine with a capacity of 30Q,OOO lbs. Views of one 
of th·e specimens following the test are given in Figs. 10a and lOb. Two 
., 
of the specimens, F-1 and F-2, were tested in the 5,000,000 lb hydraulic 
... 
' 
_ma.chine~ sp·ecimen F-2 was a short beam with a ·short embedment length, 
., - -- --··- ·----- -·-·- · and require~ the higher load capacity. · Also, an additional change was 
. 
·-- -~-- -----~----------·-· -
- ------
----- - ---- -
introduced in the loading. The end suppor-t wa.s placed 12-in. from the 
end, rather· than 6-in. as was used in all other tests. - -
-~) 
. 
The intent was 
'., ·--~-
to obtain a prel'iminary indication of the .effect of· the length of over-
hang. Specimen· ·F--1 wa-s a long specimen (23 ft), and the loading a.rrange-
, 
-
- -- - - - -
·, 
---------------- --
· ment was changed in order to deveJop more useful informatipn. · The )tests 
-
• I 
• • .,;,.. 
,.. ·-- -,.-
---··--.:: _ :_______ . - .. -. ----~~omp-l-et-ed-- prier- to ·t-he testing··or-F-1-:·f:ndicated··_.:that· failure. was very ______ ·----------:-~--~.--. -·-· - . . 
') 
.. 
------------·--- ·--e-- · .. _:-,---·,.· _____ ;-_.--
~-----------,-~--- ...... -. ·-:·~--. _--~---.. --~~.--un~ik.ely., unde-r -the· st~_~ciard. loading arrangement •. Therefore,. another ___ · ________ · ----------~--,---,.--. . ----'~~----... -._ ~-· ·--------· ----· - ---·--- --. ·----·- .. ·_·---=::.·-------·--, 
. 
0 
. ' ~ . -arrangement was used, utilizing separate tests of each end. This arrange-· ~ 
.. 
. . 
--- ·· ---- .--.,,--,:~"-c-~·--:~-------·-·-~·- ment: · is given ··-in Fig. ll. Initially· the_beam was loaded as shown in· a, 
.. 
- -- . ., . _________ .. . . -·- ...... ------~--'-~---
-




--····-'II _______ ._·-····--·---· - ----· -~i;;- ••.- -··· -- ···-· - _.____ -- . -- . . .. '?' ' .. ' -- . ' -- . - • --·-------·-- -·-··--··· ··-··· .. ··--· ___ · ___ ·---------- ' . . . . --;- _' ~--:--:------~------- -- -
Th·e·--spe-c·imens·--we·re:----loaded to ultimafe failure in increments of 
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. ... 
---------..... ----------------------------~-·---·---··· 
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•.- I 
.. 
•- "" --~- - , 
. -----
? ' ' 
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• :· -- : -•' :- - I 
-20-
SR-4 gages and the C6-141-B Budd Metalfilm gages, mounted on individu~l 
wires of the strands, were used with two_different types of strain 
'' 
· recording' ~q~_ipment o . Six of the gages were connected to channels of - - --·•-,-·------ --·--.-~ -··--·--···:· . :·:-_:- :·- ·-1 
a Brush direct-writing recorder to provide a continuous record of the 
:-· va.riation in l_ocic:1 j._Il_ the s tra_nds. . The other · interna, 1 gages, . as __ wet 1 :-~--~:~:~-=~-..:--===---~-:_:::.:~ . 
as the A-9 type SR-4 gages mounted on the surface of the concrete in 
the maximum moment region, were connected to Baldwin strain indicators. 
,• 
These gages were read following the application of each load increment • 
.. -
- c··--·----_ -- The Whitte~ore targets on the surface of the _concrete were · 
, I 
read· at selected load interva.ls, while the mid-span deflectio~ readings--. -~-
~ere take1i_at each load interval. The strand-slip dials were checked .. i' . ···"" 
- ~--·c_ -.- ------- --~ ·r· "----~~==• - ·----- • 
The development of the crack;,. 
' ' 
continuously to· detect the initial slip. 
---~-.:. ____ , _______________ ~~- --------pattern--was marked on-- tti~ --sur-face of the speci~en after each load · ., 
.. 
- -- ' - --· - ---·· - ·- ~ -
-,· 
-_ --- ------------_· -· ~- --~- ~- - increment h-ad been-·added ~ 
---------· - .. ·. ~ - - ----··---'---------------- -
.4~2 TEST RESJJLTS _,AND.DISCUSSION _________ -------·-·----· 
··4.2.1 Modes of Failure · 
' i . -
- - '. ··--=====._ ' ' - "' - ..... 




· Seven of ·the specimens failed by general bond slip at a load sma.ller 
. than the computed ultimate load •. During .the loading period of these 
. -·-- - -- --·. _, __ _ -:__;:_ ..• :;' ... 
-----~~-----------··--··-·- --·- ·---- - --·- __ ... _., 
, ··specimens, ·fl~x~ral cracks dev~loped at dif·ferent load levels.">;) In gen- · 
-- ---·--···-·---· 
... "· : .. -,. . .. ·; .. 
. . -. era 1, the f.irst crack occurred in. the region· .. ·of maximum moment.· Upon . 
.,_,...._._ • ..,, .... ,..-,·~•c.•,,.:.,,.-,-·onn~,:.....-n,v.,Loo~,...-,...,,,., __ 
. I I 
. f_urther increase in the- load, additional cracks were.·developed in the · 
----------- . --· -- . - ', . -- . ' -: ~' .. ________ . --------·--··------ ---·--------· ----····-··· --''"- ._ . ··-- ---------··---- ·-··-··-· ----·-·-···-------·- ·····-- ---- ---·-·····---·--- ·--···-·- . ---·------······--··- - ·--- -----·--·- ····-· ----- - ----·--·-·····--· ~--· -----···---····----- ------ -- ------- - ---·---·-- --··--·------------ --. . ' 
. - - ' .. · - ' -- . 
·---. ·_ .. ,,-);, 
.. shear span. When th~ qevelopment of additional cracks· propagated toward. 
the end of the beam and apprqcl.9hed_the prestress transfer zone of the 
.. 
"I . 
' . . ' : . : ' ' . 
--·· ~~-.------·.·' '.' . · __ ,- ' ---·-:···-f··•.----· _-- .. ---------------------- --·-----·-·-·-··--·- - ·------------ ········--·-----·-- -·-------------- - ........... --
. . 
·, 
. . . 
....... 
., 




..• ~- ·- .. 
. ' . 
-21-. --•--'···-·-' - . . ··:·=·-··. :-1-·· 
V 
'beam, general bond slip occurred. The crack pattern of some of the • 
• -·- -·--•--•••-~---·-•m•• 04• •-••••••••J,.-o·•'•••• •••••••••••• -- ,,-, .. .,,----,- - ~ 
' 
______ ·-~ :. = . beams that .fai.led.-b.y general bond. slip are_ shown in. Figs. 12, 13, · 14, and.·:·-----~---·-----·· -· 
. . 
-- • ~--·---·--··' «•·- ····- ... ·- ••••••• ----~----· • . ---· . -······------ ·--- - . 
15. · Beam F-·1 which' was 23 ft long, was first tested with an embedment. 
...... -- .... -··- . ······· ······-·· ~--·· ···-··-·······-····-······· --- . 
- ,------- ---~ ···-··----·· ·-- -- --- -
length of 42 in~ from the east end. The second test on F-1 was conduc_ted --·----··--·····------
. 
. , __ :_~~--~-=.:~~-~==~:-=·-==:-~:_· __ with an embedment length of 54 in. from 'the west end. ___ In ___ both_case~_, _________ _ ------------- ------·---~--·----·-·· ------·-······-···- ·-·····- ------------··---~----·-··---·---·· -·---------~=~-~=:~~----------·---·---------------.-----· --------:-:--:-:·:-.-:--:--.--:::::::=- -·-·······--· ' 
,,') 
----·--- -· -
. the failure· was by genera 1 bond· ,slip. 
- .------·----- - _______ ., __ 
. Five of. the test specimens .failed in- flexure, generally at a 
load slightly higher than ·the computed ultimate load •. The typical crack 
pattern of beams which. failed in·-ft:exure -are shown in Figs.'. 16 and 17. 
--· . -·····-- .. ·-··· ------ - ·-·· ----- ,..., ______ .. An uncommon case of ·failure occurred in beam B-1. In this specimen the 
slab was bonded to the smooth surface of the beam with an-epoxy resin 
·····---- ·--·-------~---:::._- _)_ --- -- ·····-· ·-- ·-·· -
_."' 
- coinpou.nd, and failure occurred in the joint between the slab and beam 
(Fig. 12). 
The values of pres tress losses, effective prestress force.,-
. 
. 
. and t-he prestress .. transfer length for each individual specimen is given 
- ------
------
in Table 3. The average prestress transfer length for the \-in. 270 ··K. 
-strand was 26 in. ' .- -The average prestress force innnediate ly after re-
- . ------ - -------··---·----· 
------------~·- - ------ - -4---·-· -·- -
lease w~s 25 .88 kips, and average effective pres tress, force at the j:ime 
,,_ 
- -.. ---.- ~ ·. - t-· T·· --~-- .. --=- -· -- . -· ... . ·--
~. 
of test was 21.5~-~ips. These ·values are compared in Table 4 with the· 
I> 








.' ~. ,., :. - . 
. _ . . . . pre stress force for each was used, . in c~nj~f ~~~: =~~~ ~~e _:1.~~~~~---~------=----.-,-- .. ;; -- I 
..•.. _.:· ............... ,,-,-:s·'"·:··,_-~-,.~~-----··-···-'~·'··~--~··'·strerig't:ti·-·of""'the·c·onc.r'i~te···obtairi~'c.f'"'ir~iti- ... the ~ylinder .·tes-t-s-gi-ve-n---4.-n-· . ' . . . '·,.· .· . C . 
· 'I 1 
----- ------- ---,-;-~:-:::,--:------- -- ------------ ---~-- ---- - -----
--'l'·a·bi-e---2-,--4:-0---complite··,-tne--iil-flmate· ·1texural capacity of the specimens. . . 
.. 
·····--· ·------·····--· - ---·· ...... •• -· . . ··--·-·- ..•.. ~ ··-· -
The computed value of. the ultimate moment, M , fot each beam is giv~n in 
. u . 
. " 
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.. , · ,The principal test results and mode of failure of each speci--
men are sununarized in Table 6. 
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4.2.2 Force in the Strand at Various Stages 
:r~~---~~J?.t~tion in the tensile stress along the embedment length 
, " .... 
-
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~--~~~--~---:--.. ------=-.:_at--d-i·fferen.t ·load levels :is· given. for, specimens A-1, A-2, B-2, C-2, ,D-1, · 
. . 
. . ~· .. - . . . ' 
' .. - -··· --- --- ---------· -·.---·--·-----~-- --·--· - -·- -- ... ·----··· ·-·-· ....... -- . 
D-2, F-lE, F-lW, and F-2 in Figs. 19 through 29,. with the ex,ceptio'n of 
* sp~cimens B .. 1, C-1, E-1, and E-2. -- --··----
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-- --------- --- -----
- . -
--- - -- - --
~ --~ :__ ~Qe ___ embedmen t--1:engt h in a typical specimen which failed by general bond 
V -
_slip (D-2), and in a typical specimen which failed by flexu~e (A-1)-. 
--Beam A-1 is shown in Fig. 16 af te·r failure. This beam was 
,---t-. 
_ I_t_ failed at a load of 20 kips, by crushing of the concrete·· in the re~ 
. . 
gion of maximum moment. The variation in the force ___ along _tlie _west end 
embedment length is given in Fig. 19. The initial tensile force in the 
s.trands prior to the placement of concrete was 28.90 k·ips per strand. 
-~--- ~~-:----- . The _ pres tress force _curve .. immediately after release is sho~n by -t1!e-. -- . --- .. ---- - -~ ---
-
- ...... -------· ---heavy:: ~a·s:hed lirtEf~ The value of the prestress force after release was 
. ··- ·-···· - ·---~-,,-... ," · ..... -, .. ~,.,,,__,._ __ ,, -,,,,.. ' 
... 
--'--------.... - .... 
26-.08 kips, and the effective prestres-s--force at the time of test ,was· 
22.15 kips. , The pres tress trans-f·er length. was approximately 27:..in~-- ·The 
.•, 
. : ·- ._;. - -· ·- ·~ 
* 
.... --·-·--------- -
··· --······-, __ , ___ -- -·-·~·---- --~- -·;:··!i~~.~=--:--~ii!iof Iiif-~!~ s!:! ~-~-~ !0=1!, -~-e~<:!=~11.~.--!~~ ·---~~~---1~-~~~~~.--i:~~,- t~~:-~.-=..;,.,c'c~--~-;_== 
' . '. -----··-----·..:!.e,-----,-----------··---~-----·------------·---------··· -- . --.,_______ -'----~ 
.~~ -- - ------ - -
····- ·--· -·--··· 
,e:•,: ( •; .• ' ~~-'-"' ~"'> "':. ,, ·_.' ~' ,;, , •• • _:..._ .• • """ -• 'C- ' -'. ,. ••• • -·•. • ••••• •: 
·' .. ·,. . ·, 
-;---- ' - ------ ;·----- ' •;·•:--·.··-·.----· --··· 
. . ( 
•/ 
· Beam B-1 :.. Joint failure,· occurred prior to co!llpleti_on---of----"-~:- -·-· , -·- , .... -
the test 
Beam C-1· - Inco<;,n.sistency of the data from the internal 
.gages-during-the test 
Beams E-1 and E-2 - Loss of.data taken at time of release • 
. ' .. . . 
.. , .. ···------------------
' ................. ····,·:·--·····--·- .,. ... . 
. - ----. ····---- ·----~-·----- . 
- .. ' -·· . 
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• ---;- ------ ,_. ' • y ,- • , • • • ' ' ' • ; ' ' " •• ' ' • ~ '\ ' ' • 
r ·., '·. 
effective pres tress force variation prior to test is. shown with a heavy 
solid line and indicated by P = O, where P respresents the load on the 
-··· ----····'" ... ·- ., --- . ·;- . . 
beam. 
- ---- --------~-------
- . - -· 
~-----· ······ .. 
·-· __ ,. _____________ ·-------------
- -- . 
·, 




-- - . 
-···· · _______ ...;....~------· . -· . --···- length--for-1·oad le ve 1 s o·f · 10 , 12 , . 14·; -~16 ~ .. 18 , . and ~ -~ Q _Jt_~P-~.: c1ie ... plotted.-----~-----·-......:.... ·· · ·· ' 
----- ·---· ·--·- - ---------------- .. 
. 
. 
~ ;. -.--,--~-·---------_..__;, __ . ----·--- ..... -··- ..... --··-- ··-···- ----
.. 
-- -- . - --
··; -- ---; 
. 
in Fig. 19. It can be seen that the region of htgh force gradually 
- - -··~ ....•... ·----a-··:....-.·--~--..:.- .• -.:-··.--.--~._:..~---· --- -- ----~----~ ... --=------·, .. 
Q, moves. toward the end of the beam· as the load is increased. When the 
load rebched. P = 20 kips, the progress of the region of high forces 
w41s stopped at ·approximately 55-in., from·· the west end of the beam· due 















. ,-----·- ----·- -·· .. ,·,., 
---- - -------~---------·-· -· - - --
iii 
Beam D-2 was tested with an embedment length of 36-in. and 
·· ·-:-~--~~-----· ___ ._ __ . _ .shear span of 30-in. -rt ·ts- sh-own in Fig; 13~-afte~ .the completion of 
6 • 
. 
____________ .... test. The beam failed· by gen_eral_boncl .. slip of the strands at the west 
·· --- -----.- -----~·nd at a load of 96 ki.ps. · Inunediately after the-slip, diagonal shear 
cracks.appeared and the load dropped to s2· kips. The load was.again 
increased to 96 kips, but ~t this point, a shear failure ~c~ur\ed at 
the west· end •.. The variation of force in the strand is given 'in Fig. 
25 for. the west end, .. and F_ig. 26 for the e-ast. end. The· -initial ten-. '---- -----------------' -
-·.:--.-:-:. :·-··----- - --- _-_ . 




--- - - - - . 
sile- force in the strands.was. 28.90.kips per strand prio:r~ to the place-
-- -------~ ·- ·-· 
--~=,,men-~ -ef concrete. 
... . ·-----··---·- . 
. 
. - -· .. . .... ---_-·,. --
--- ---
- -------
-- . -· ------.....-. --- -.-· 
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I . . . after release was. 25. 91 kips, a~d the effective pres tress force at the · . ··· ···· .···.... .. . .. I 









. . . . . . ' . . • .•...•..•. : .• ····- , ............ ,_ ..... ,,-···-,····:·::.:, ... :'.":''"': ............ ··-· . :···· . · B.· . · · . .. .. time of· test· was .g2 1187 lc.lp$ •...... The .. "prest.r~-~~-:-~_tq~fe=:,g::i~~t.:t'_iliu.t_ions .. ~alot1g, . . .··. · .. · .. _!.;_.-~.: .. -·-···-- .......... -- ................ ---·· ......... - ~-· ··------ - ----· - --- . --~---·-------~------------~---·---------.--------.-- -- . 
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. . '.,, -··· ' . 
-
. ~ 
•' ,., .. . ,,._.,, .• :,.~.,,.·, •- ............ , ... .,..,w,,.,,.:,: . .,, • ..:.-y·I .. ..,. .. ._., _...._,. •. ,.,~-~•··•.~•"'-•• ~,, .. ,. ..... ,,.-, • ., .. , --- ---•· • -• -~ --·•• -• --·- -,- .. -
the embedment length immediate·ly after release and at the time of the . • '"' I 
· . :.·.,-,4-~t~st are· shown in Figs. 25 .ci11d. .. i6 . .. _The prestres·s transfer lengt~ was ~··----·· ... ·--····-··---~··..:'--·--'-··-· ·- ., __________ .. ,-,- .. 
. appro~imately equal to 26-in. · The forces in the ~.t~~~11et 'ciirferent 
' 
'· 
locations al<>ng the east embedment length ·are. plo.tted i).1 Fig. 26~fclt 
' . , I 
I . 
.. 
~ t - .. . : 
.. I 
-24-.. 
loads of 40, 80, 88, and . 96 kips. on the beam. The interesting point 
---·--······· 
to-not-ice is the gradual movement of t.be region of high forces in the- .--·-··----"-- -. -·--· . --· .... 
. -··-·· ··-···- ~-i:·····•'J'~"······' ..... ,.,_,.,, •. _,., ......... ~., ..... ____ , _______ ., _ _._ ........ . 
stt·ands toward the ext·e·rior end of the embedment length as the load on 
the beam was increased~ The region of high forces-in the strands_ in 
r1 
the east end embedment length reached the end of. the prestress transfer __ .. -------------~-~~.:. ____ _ 
--------·····-· -·. -
---· ,,... .. -






·_bond slip was not noticed. Subsequently, the load on the beam was in-
. creased to 96 kips, and at this point, a general' bond ~lip was noticed 
at the west end of the beam. This can be seen from the force distribu-




where the region of high forces in the strand overlapped the end of -
'• 
. the- pre stress tran-sfer length and the general bond slip, took place·-. 
·-----. -- -- --··-- ---
-----. - ·-... -.-----===~=- ~-----··-· -· 
This pattern was noticed in all of the beams that fai!e~ __ by_·_~ge~E:r~:-~~ --~~=====---=--:-.-~·::~~-· --
- - -- -- - -------- --------
bong slip. 
---- -- -----··-- -. - ~-
.. -:..., 
u 4~2-.3 Effect of Embedment Length on Pult~ 
. 
. 
. . · Beams with embedment le._ngths frour 36-in. to 60-in. ·failed · d 
by ge~E1eral bond slip;· while beams wit~ embedmen·t leng.ths fro~_. 7~_:_i:n. __ 
------- - - - - -
------ -~ 
- - ------- -----
.. - -~--·- ,. - -----. - ·-- -----,·-
-- ~ ---- --- -cc:=.=-:·:·:· to· 96-in~ failed in -flexure • However, beam E-2, with an:embed~ent 
. length of 48-in. failed in· flexure rath_t!r than bond,. in spite of hlgh 
- . ,: ... - ' - stresses de·veloped. in ··the strands·.-- . 
·-
:.-P · 
. · . . _ ,· . :' , . . . · . · m 
---··--·------~----The-l:at10 of· ~test, which 18. a comparison. of the·. ioads. slls- ·.· :f:;\ _ . _ . _ .. J · ult ·····---··-- ·--- -- ........... ---"·-·· -·-··, .... ,. ....... ---·--· ······---·····:;-------·'--··--·····-······-·---··-·.·'(.-~>··· · . · · ff . . . - . · .. , .. . . . .. ····· -··· ................. - ... --·· ..... - ... : e . 
. 
· ... · -· · ·······,·,:,:;:--·-~"--·--,---'.-:-·:·-----,---·-:··tr!'iiieo ·a.t ..... fa i 1 u re Wi tJt __ t.b~Pt e t.ic.a _ l___ u_ltimate ... loads- ,---a-re-g-iven--tn---Tab-te-t,-;--...., -·------····----·-·: ____ _._ __ ... ·. · .•. , ... : .. - : . ...,......----'---· --"-··--· ________ p ____ -~--:·:---~-:- ,- .. - .. . . . . . - . .... . . 
. . . . . . . 
· .... ··• · . . . .The rc'ltioS P test, are plot Ced versus embedmerit length in Fig.· 30,. wher~ 
.---· .. -- ·-------·: ------·- _;_. -- ···-· ... -· ···/}. 
u 1 t • 
,,, 
.. ··············--·---------···----·· -·--·-- .. ·····-··---·--·-Pu it~ is the computed ultimate- load at flexu,:-al f.ailure. 
,, 
aoa, I,\ 
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The effect of strand embedment length on the load carrying 
- capacity of the beams is illustrated by the curve in Figo 30. It can 
- -__ -- -_- ___ . _____ _:_ ____ ,__________ p 
-·-~ :_~- - ---------·be seen that the beams with embedment leng,ths less than 60.,,.ino have··-·-·--····----~------.--·---~-:-·-~-~~:·" 
- ------ - ----- ------- ----··------ - ---,--------
smaller ultimate load carrying capacities than their computed flexural---~~=---. 
"· 
' -
-- -- -------- ------------------------ -- -
_ capacities. 
-- ----·--·-····--- ----- -·------· ---·-··----~----·--·-···----- ----- . , .. 
--· ·----·-·· 
-
. ···-· ··---·-· -- . ----·------
------------·------'-------------~--- -------- __ : ________________________ · __ :--- - --- ---- ------------ ·-----,- ......... _:_ -p te·st~ • ----- -~-~- - -- --- --------- ---------- ---------------------- ------ ---
. One interesting point to notice is the P ratio of beams 
ult. 
F .. lE and F-2, where this ratio is equal to 0.9-25 for beam F-lE (shown ' , 
by- 0), and to O. 989 for beam F-2 (sh9wn byE]). These two beams have 
. .  
the same cross-section, concrete strength, and embedment length (42·-in.). 
,,. ----------·-------- -
--The only difference was in the shear span and. overhang,. -... Beam-F-lEc-~was~-- ==== 
tested with a shear span of 36-in. and an overhang of 6-in., while beam·-·-------
- '.'. •• .,,.;.> -.·-· -- ••• -I 
F-2 had a shear span of 30-in-. -and- an overhang of 12-in. In the tests, 
--- - ---- --- ---- - ------------ -- -- - -· --- - --- ---- ---- -
- - - - -
. -- .. -· ------------~---~----
- -- -- ___ .:,___.:,____;__~-~---~ 
- .,._ --- beam F-2 was able to sustain a higher load before general bond slip,, 
- - --
·- -------------·--------- ------------- ---
------··----------·--------than-beam F-lE. - As- a result the stress in the strands of beam F-2 at ---·-------------- _ 
the region of maximum moment (f. = 233,000 psi) was greater than_ the s 
· maximum in beams F-lE (f = 196,000 psi). 
' s . ~ ' 
- -- -- - . ------ - ---- -- - ·- ---- ----·-
The maximum stresses developed· ·at the interior ends of 'the 
' ' . .....;..;,.,--
__ -. · embedment · lengths at general bond sli~-~-~~ given for· a-11~_-sp_~ctm~~~n 
----·-- -------·-·------ ~----- -- --- ----- -----· ··- --~ -----. ---·-·--- -- ·-
. ' 
...... - -------~- -- --·-. - . ' -
.:, 
-- --------------- --- ----- ' - ------.\- . 
·--·' -·-·---.-. ·-- -.----·--· .,, .. ~~----·- ,·, ·-·-- - ··-· --
I 
---,---- - ---•- • ---•------·----·----,.--__._-- -· -..-.c:,·,.~---,--··----- -·-. -- -----·- . -----·------ --·-,,--,. --- ___ ,_ .· --·--·· -"·---·-··· ------- ------------ -----------------·.----- --- ·Tab·te 6. -- ·· 
-- . ___ , -
.- - - ... 
-·' .,... ----- ' ' -- ' --
Q· 
. 4 .• 2.4 Average Bond Stress -
. -~.-... ..:.:.... _______ -- ~:. :: _____ _: __ -- -
- -~ '. •, .. 





-~-' • - ~~-cu·lated--for each beam, using t~e equatio~ ·- ... --·-·-·· ··---- -· .. ----- , ---·---- ''. . . ·-- .. 
- .. :~ 
·- -·-- - --- --- - ... ---
---- -· -~,.-.----.i--·-·:::.:._;.. 
. . . . • - ... J • - • ---· •• , •• - -·--- • '.· - _-- ' • ____ -· - -- --~-~--. ----·-·-··--··-· .. ---:--- ·_. ----------_ - • -- -----------0----0- . ------_ ., --·--·--·--·-- ----,--...--. -. --;-----"-'-,----- ~-- ·_·. . . . ,·: .·· '.": . ___ ' .. __ 
· .. -~- - ····.-.·.·.-···· ·-·.---.. -' ~.--. -.- .. -. 
'r ' ·, 
.----·-··-· -- . ·,------· .. 
-·-· - - ·--------· . _._ ·-·----~---~-----~-- ----_ . _·, ·._ .. -·-··---·--·-· ---···--·-.. ··.: .·,-_----.--· ·---··-
- · where f 8 is the .. s .. te..e.l. .... $. .. t.J."..e..i,ij1 ••• ~,~,,,'11e __ end of the embedment length at the 
" a , 
·time· of failure.~,. The ratio of A is given in Fig. 4, where a is the 
s 





an-'re--, I : -- ·----=-~.,~~-~- ,; .. s;_.w. 
·,. 
-26-....... '' 
circumference of the strand· ... For \-in. 270 K strand, this ratio is 
----------~--~----.equal to 13 Q 95 o Thus, by substituting 13 o 95 in the above equation we f ..... -- ---
----------
-, --- .. . s 
.. --------- obtainu =00717-. 
a - L 
- e 
These average bond stresses are plotted versus 
- --- --- -
-----·-- - - the embedment lengths in Fig. 31, in conj1.1:nction with the ave;rage bond .· ___ ..,.. 
stress required to develop the full tensile strength of the strand. In 
-- -· --· -- --- .---------
-- -
' 
· Fig. 3-~ ____ the_ average bond stress in beam F-2 at general bond slip is shown 
........ 
.. - ,.-, ··-·-· --.k-- ..,~ -----·--. ~-· -·· - , . 
by G , and beam F- lE by·~. It can be seen that the average bond stress 
.acwliicli-strarid slip -occurred- ·is -higher for beam F-2. 
------ --
- -- -----. ---- --·-
- --------- --
In. Figure 3?, the average bond stress in the beams p_restress(!d 
. ' . 
:w1th \-in. 270 K strand are compared with the average bond stresses ob-
-_tained by-Hansen and Kaar, <2> from the tests conducted on beams pre-
_- -·--- · -_________ st:i:essed with. conventional.%~ in. strand. -- The--avera-ge· b-ond ___ sfr.es-s -re-~----
quired to -develop the full tensile stre_ngth -obtai~ed by Hanson and Kaar -------·---------
. ~- - - --· --~------
was based on the actual ultimate tensile strength (263,000 psi) rather 
than the nominal tensile strength (250,000 p~i). However, for compari-
... --------- - L-
•- - - ------
son/of test results, the nominal tensile strengths of the two types of 
strand- a;re used. 
·,-
- -------· - , . -·-··------------ ---:i-··------- -- -~-... --- - ~ 
·-· --- - - -- - -~ ---
- - .. - l 
----··- -·---·--·-----·--------~---· ----·---·-;··--·· , . , . -_--This -e-ompa-r-ison- indi·cates that the, \-in. 270 IC str-~11.d· h.~d_ p:r_o_-~ . ---~-. ----. ---·----:;:-
--------···-······ .... ···- --
- - -· ..) 
- - -
- - -
. . . -- ·-. -·. --.--· -,- .. 
- .-. 
- ----- ----- --
-·-···-------· -------- ..... 
. duced \~rger average-bond stieli_s~~ than t~~ Co,riveiiffonal \-in~ strand, 
· I 
_ _ · · and that the critical embedment length is definite_!y_s_i:na,_ll~r than the- ----"~~-~-~-.-~-- · ; 
- __ :: -.,,. ~-:_,-:-- --- -one obtained· ~Y H,anson and· Kaa~. The critical embedmen_t le~~t_h fqr--t:he---~--:_. ~-. -- :. - ~ 
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conJ·unction with the relationship f = 13. 95 L _u_ , the stresses· at· - -- ----------------. . __ ___ . · s - e a · 
· · , 
. ·. \ 
general bond slip- were computed for given embedment lengths. The 
----·------.--~·--· --· . __ · ··. -···-·: ·. ,· 
' .... ' .' . .'- ... -. _ .._ ... -----~----:--~----· .. - - -------~-----,• 
I, 
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.----------------____ - . · values of these stresses are plotted in Fig. 33, · and compared with a 
-· -'--·:-- ----·------------ -- ---·similar curve obtained by Hanson and Kaar in Fig o 34 o From this com-
.. - _._ .. ___________ ----------------
. ---··-···-·· .. -- -· ·-- - -------··--.,.--~---------·-·---•··• ---- I 
. ·- - ---·--· ------------·-·-~---· ----
parison it can be seen that for a given embedment length, the \-in-•. r · . 
·· . 270 K strand is capable of sustaining higher stresses before general · 
____ ----~--------· ~----· ·__ :_hQp.d __ ~-lip ___ th~n_ ___ tn~ _ convent_i_o_ni_i:_\~.i~n_._c__strand_. __ .. __ The _____ c_u_r_ve __ in Fig._ .33 ___ is ___ ·____ · --~------------
-------· ---
' . 
. - -----··-- . ~- -- .-!. ~ ..__\' . 
~ -· 
based on the initial pretension of 189,000 psi of \-in. 270 K strand· · 
embedded in a concrete with a compressive st-l!ength of 6000 psi, while· .. 
the. curve represented by Hanson and Kaar is applicable to .\-in. con-_ 
ventional strand; initially tensi·oned to 150,000 psi an4 embedded in a 
concrete with a compressive strength of 5500 psi. 
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When the prestr.iessing._ steel is tensioned -to the desired leve-1 
_of tensile force, the diameter of the strand contracts due to the effect 
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strand is released and the prestressing force is transferred to th~-
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'to undergo radial contraction due to the effect of Poisson's ratio. 
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pletely broken. As the load is increased, the breakdown of bond Will 
· _ continue to progress 'toward the end of the embedment length, and when 
the ·interface pressure becomes zero· at a critical length from. the end 
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- 4. Both concre.te and stee 1 are considere_g_ to be 
_elastic, homogeneous, and isotropi~ , . 
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is defined as the creep coefficient and 
prestress stress i~ the concrete at the 
level of the strand 
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---- ------------<s. · · - :··-- · . - . · _ (17) -
L [ 1 - n -{l-+: µ, ) (1 +. C ) ] -
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I-f--_:K3., .... K4 , and K5 are ~efined as 
[µ K - nµ, .K (1 + Cc·r)] K = s 1 _ c 2 
3 _ [1 .. _ n (1 + µ,c) (1 + C ) ] 
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Consid.er ~ free body diagram of· a ~iff~rential leng:th .of s~_rand 
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unit bond stress 
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where coeff-icient of friction between- steel arid concrete 
·--~·.-·· 
- adhesion and mechanical action 
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In order to evaluate Ass, it is realized that o-L is equal to z~ro ---~ 
I 
., 
... L'-. ·- ..• ~ _ -~~ _the_ ~ime of release_ ~f the· prestress force. Substituting tl:u~ __ · ~==·-·-=...-. ______ -·_--_-_ ..._.· __ .- ··- -1 
---- in.g·-equ·ati o·n· · i·s·-~-----------~--~--~--:...._:._ __ ..:.. __ ~----~------ · - ------ -· · 
The -solution of the homogeneous equation .is 
a-- - K4 
.. ---- -------- --· ----- ----- ------~-- --.- :-- ·-. .. -- _,.:.;::;::;:: (tif- J? ~--<! e - t x;- (1 - Kl ) z 
- ·. . ·.. . . . . ~ h . 1 
---~-~--·----------·------:~~--~-- ---- -·--- --
For a particular solution assume 
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· ·The boundary c·oiiditions are _____ _ 
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whe·r.e R . end ·.reaction 
'' , . 
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.. 
. . . 
-- . ---- .-,·.: ,- .. -- ,._ . --, - ·;.; 
'·' 
- . _,..··;~---_._,. ----
\ . . . - .· 
··s ·= 
.c section modulus of the composite· cross.-s~ction · 
~ith respect to the level of the strand 
.... 
_' ----;-~ -----~--- -,-.- ·-i• 
____:_. ·~z'----------------dlstance from ·the end of the member . . 
·- - --- . ----· . .., ... -.. ·; ______ ,_...., ____ . - ·-~ - -- ',- ·- ... ··- .-----· ·-···-- ··--.- - --- ~·--· - --..... - . --- - --
' 7' • ·-
. - -~ --- . 
. . . 
/L • 
.. _'O . _overhang, which is the distance from the end 
of the member to -the- end reaction 
·· ------·:with--the experimental results, mainly due_ to the lack of information 
on the values for the coefficients i, ~' Ccr' and Cc. If the analysis 
\ . 
. is val~d,· and· these coeffic_ients can be properly evaluated, the plot /" 
.. \' 
- '~· . ;; .. - .. --
.. ·----------~-
, . 
- -- ----- - ------------------ -----~-~:-:.-··:_•;_-.:= _______ - ._. __ _-- ____ --_ ·. 
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. - -- ~-~-- ---- -given in Figs. 19 through 29. ··---·· ----------
___ __, ____ _ 
-
----~--·. 
At this poi-nt--it-- should be point~d out that a review of . ·-·. -:- -··,·,,·. ·.": .. 
- . , ... ····-··' ··-·-··---··-·--·---· ~ .. 
. ·'~--- _:_::_ ____ ·-experimental results indicate·s _th~t for all speclmens in which gene-ral ---· --------·, · · .... '. 
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- ,~~ :_ -· _ . __ .. :. '. -·- ---· _:. ·- -· --,-- ~~n? , s 1 i p o~.ctJrrE~cl ~ .t ~e f; t. :i;e s~ Jn th~ _ ~ tra.nd at the . end o .f the . anchor- · · · · - - --'- -- - ·· Ii 
--·-··---~- ----------r~----~--------------a.ge __ lengt.lt_had._ .reached. _.the-magni.tude-----(-f----. ----. flf.. -
1
--). - . In. the .specimens. in_:-=~=.-~~=--- .J:j . S l. • cs . . . -
.1 
.. ~-~-
which flexural failure occurred prior to bond slip, the stress in the 
.. 
strand· at the end of the anchorage length had not reached (f • - Af ) • 
, S1 CS 
.. I .. 
. ' ·, .... 
• 0 ' 
... ·- -·--·~-~----.. ,· '··------.- - ---- . ' . . . ... . 
-·· ·-
----·------------ ---- ----~ -·-~·--·-..-----~"'- .. ----.--,. - ---
C. 
: . I -
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- -- ____ : __ '-·--·.-······ ,··--- --------·------·-· ·--. ----·· ··-·····-·······; 
·--- -------·- Consequently, a simple check as to whether general bond slip will occu;r 
·--·-·- -- ··--·~-. -·-··. -
prior to flexural failure would iQvolye a computation of the st·ress in 
-------- ---------------------~------·--·· 
.. ,- ~--·····-- -·--······-···-·--
··- ---··--------· . . ·:, •:-- - --·-· --~- -.-- -- . - --
... .. ··'.··------ .. ~ , the ;t~and at the end of the anchorage length, 
If the computed value of-··-·--~---_, __ 
az is less than (f . - '1£ ), then general bond slip will not have-··-si . · cs 
., .... ____ ·. o~_curred . at .~ltat lo<i<!_.__If th~ _computed value-of az is greater than- ---
- --- ----------- ······-- -. - . . . .... - . -·. ----,-
-~-c--------·····- .. 
.(£ . 
· S1 - l!:.f ) , then general bond slip would have occurred. 
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----.. ..---·----· ··-·······-·-·, __ ., ____ , --------. 
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---··-·--·--·'--•~ 
-----"--· ____ .. ________ . 
. . 
. . 
. ····-·-·-·- -~__, ____ .._,.,_....,. . .i.~.--------------· 
- ----------·-···----------- - -·-----.. ···---- ·-------------... -----~-- ------- --· --~-------·------
----·· - --- --------------------------·. ~---------·----
A·•• •••••~--·•--•, -· 
---.---------------· _;;,.,:~ .. -------- ··-· ---·-- .. 
. The o~jective of this investigation was· the deve-lopnle-nt-- of 
. 
. . . . 
--~-·· ·_· -~~:~·- -.. inform.ati6n---ori-·ttfe--flexiir4~fI __ b_ona--- cliaracter·is·trcs ____ of-~-prestressed con~.---~---~-- ~ 
--- ·-········--·· ----------------·-·-- ---- -·· 
, 
crete beams pre-ten,sio.ned with ·\-in. 270 K, stress-relieved· seven-wire, · 
---"--___ _s_trand..--~-- --
. . 
-··· ~-.. - ---- .~ 
The test·- spec-imens were designed su,.ch as to represent . the most 
. . 
critical case -relative to bond failure. A· total of thirteen.tests were 
conduc.ted on twelve beams to evaluate the influence of variation· in the 
embedment length upon the ultimate load carrying capacity o·f the beams. 
Seven of the ·specimens with short embedment lengths failed by general 
b.ond slip at a load smaller than the computed· ultimate load for 
-----flexural failure. Five of the specimeais failed in flexure, generally 
... 
at a load slightly higher than the computed ultimate load. 
The test results were· compared with the· results obtained by 
Hanson and Kaar from .the tests conducted on beams prestres-sed-·with \-in. 
conventional strand (nominal f' =. 250,"QOO psi). 
' . . . s 
-· ·- -·- ---- -_,,~:·-···-·----···· - .. 
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.. ~ . 
• 9 • ' ,,.~-. • 
.......... --..---~--·--- -·-··-----~ ..... '...., 
It was found that for a given embedment length, a high,er 
axial stre~~ ~~!J.J~ be deyeloped prior to s~ip·_ in the 270 K strand than· 
i·n the conventional ·strand. Therefore, the--ma-xi-mum--bond--stress which 
developed prior to slip was· greater fo·r the 270 K strand • 
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strength of the strand, was found to be 80-in. fx-om the \-i-n· •. 270 K · 
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strand. ·This. length is consideI"~!>_ly ___ ~-~~!-:~~:1=:. than· the 135-in. found .... . 
. I , i ··-··- -- -~·,.·--.··-- -·-·· -- - - ----------------
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-:~·py~,H~ns.Qn. ·and Kaar for the ~-in .. conventional ~-t.i~iid·~--:~·------- -------------·-----~-- .. -=·--·~=-""?-•. -. ,~~----.,=~= .. --· .... 
The results of tests shown·in Figs. 19 th~ough 29 clearly. 
indicate the movement of the region of.high flexural bond stress to-
. ' . 
. ward . --~-h~ _____ @n4 __ ,_Q_f __ th.e memb_ers._, __ as _,_the--tiltimate load- -is---approac-hed.- --T·he---·-~- -----·-
,· 
. - .. ---·- -- ------- ..... 
·general· bonq. slip occurred when the regi9n of high flexural bond stress · · -
· · overlapped the prestress transfer zone. Analytic$lly the results indi- · 
I I 
. 
cate that when the stress in the strand at the end of the transfer zone 
reaches bhe value (f . - /lf ),--g-enerat--bond slip will occur. 81 cs . · 
An analytical concept was developed describing the state of 
the stress in the strand at any time, and any location. This relation-
- ~-· . --- . 
ship is valid for any section, provided that crackins has not occurred 
between that -se·ctionana--tne~-e-ri.a of. the beam. The value of the stress 
at the end of the prestress transfer zone can be computed for an ulti-
mate· load which theoret-ieally would cause flexural failure. The· calcu-
lated stress in the strand can then be compared to the value of the 
initial prestress less the losses due to c·reep and shrinkage (£ . - Af. ) • 
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_ -~:--·--·- -----_--- _: _ ------ .~---!! ~-h~ _ ~~i-~~tat_~cl. __ !_~~~~s~ __ is larger .. -~than- .(f8i - . A:cs)·, general bond- s-lip 
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One factor which may have a ~aj·or effect on the occurrence -
. _ _. . .---~--
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o·f· bond slip is· ... the pinching effect of the end reaction. · In t:his· in-
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very near to the bo~tom o-f the member. In a beam containing -1ayers· of ' ' . ··--·· ., .. ____________ -___________ , ... , ........ -- ··- --· 
strand, it 'is possible that bond. slip may be more critical.in--.the .... strands-~--~· -~------·-· 
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Therefore, it is felt that this effect 
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